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Introduction

to its growth and successwould be to compile a "Who's Who in Resourcesand rechnical Services." This obviously cannot be done at this
time! The names of the officers of the division and the four sections,
the names of members of the Board of Directors and of the executive
committees, representatives, chairmen of discussion groups, chairmen
and officers of member groups of the Council of Regional Groups,
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and all committee members are available through the ALA Hand'book
of Organization, or its equivalent, each year. In addition, the names of
many of these members of RTSD will remain embedded in the achievements of their assignments.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the indebtednessof RTSD to its three
executive secretaries,each of whom in her time demonstrated a rare talent in fulfilling not only her routine responsibilities but in being ever
able to absorb more. The three, who had, and continue to have, a flair
for making the difficult simple and for initiating the novice, and often
the more experienced, into the organizational mysteries of ALA and
RTSD are: Orcena Mahoney (1957-Gl), Elizabeth Rodell (1961-68)'
and Carol H. Raney Kelm (1969- ). A special mahalo to Don Culbertson for assuming the responsibilities as acting executive secretary fol'
lowing the resignation of Elizabeth Rodell and before the appointment
of Carol R. Kelm.
Fulfilling its responsibilities for the following activities: "acquisition, identification, cataloging, classification, and preservation of library
materials; the development and coordination of the country's library resources; and those areas of selection and evaluation involved in the acquisition of library materials and pertinent to the development of
library resources,"l RTSD moves onward.
During the centennial year of the American Library Association, the
Resourcesand Technical ServicesDivision, thus identified, has been ap-

nizecl that the new association should assumesome leadership in seeking
..uniformity of some kind . . in regard to a code of library abbrevia-

views which have not yet abated after 100 years of search.
It is evident then that the heritage of RTSD is more aged and richer
than its twenty years' vintage implies. Its origin lies in the rejection of
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certain recommendations made in the "Management Survey" of the
American Library Association in 1955 by Cresap, McCormick, and
Paget.z Because of the dissatisfaction of members, a poll was taken
among librarians involved in and concerned about activities relating to
acquisitions, cataloging, and serials. The findings confirmed that the
majority of those responding favored one unit responsible for all three
activities. Consequently, under the leadership of Ralph R. Shaw, then
president of the association, an Organizing Committee was formed to
effect a resffucturing of technical services.
Members of the Organizing Commirtee were: (l) for acquisitions:
Avis Zebker and Edwin E. Williams; (2) for cataloging and classification: Benjamin A. Custer and Edwin B. Colburn; (3) for serials:
F. Bernice Field and Bella E. Shachtman. Each represented a difierent
organizational pattern: the Board on Acquisition of Library Materials,
the Diuision of Cataloging and Classification, and the Serials Round
Table. The creation of a Resources and Technical Services Division. in
which the three specialities were given sectional status, attests to the
foresight, wisdom, and diplomacy of the members of the committee.
Through the action of 1957 not three but four sections were created
within the new division: Acquisitions, Cataloging and Classification,
Copying Methods, and Serials. While it represented more of a sacrifice
for the Division of Cataloging and Classification to accept sectional
status than for the others, the restructuring was accepted in a spirit of
grace and cooperation.
Thrust into a position of leadership because it was the largest typeof-activity division, RTSD flourished under the guidance of the Organizing Committee. The Board of Directors was established as consisting
of the officers of the division, the section chairmen, the editor of
Library Resources b Technical Seraices, the executive secretary, and
eight elected members. Edwin B. Colburn was first president and Orcena
Mahoney, originally appointed as rhe first paid executive secreraryof the
former Division of Cataloging and Classification, was the first RTSD
executive secretary. (See Appendix I for the names of the presidents
and the executive secretariessince the creation of RTSD.) The first fortnal RTSD program, presented at the conference of the American Library Association in Kansas City, 1957, focused attention on the furure
with its querv: "Our 'E Pluribus lJnum': After Unification What
f'hen?"
Concurrently with the reorganization of 1957, the Division of Cataloging and Classification ofiered its prestigious publication, Journal ol
Cataloging and Classification, to RTSD. As a symbol of the new era, its
name was changed to Library Resources dy Technical Seraicesand new
voluming was begun. Under the able editorship of Esther f. Piercy, with
Carlyle Frarey as managinr editor, Library Resources dr Technical Services quickly assumed its divisional role; its editorial board, with representation from each section, manifested a unity of interests. Paul Dunkin, who succeeded Ms. Piercy, proved an equally effective editor, dis-
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playing, wherever possible, his charm and stylistic wit. Robert J. Wedgeworth, Jr., Dunkin's choice as his successor,turned all too quickly from
his journalistic stint to become the executive director of the American
Library Association. The current editor is Wesley Simonton, who continues to enhance the quality of Library Resources{t Technical Seruices
and bring to its readers the views, popular and scholarly, of its writers.
Among them, as he had hoped, are both newcomers to the profession
and experienced professionals.
A tradition, happily continued since its first appearance in volume 2,
is the annual inclusion of terse but remarkably comprehensive summaries of developments, activities, and publications of interest to each
section, supplemented, in the summer 1967 issue, by a series of decennial reviews. Equally informative are the annual reports of the president, the executive secretary, and the section chairmen plus, in recent
years, summaries of conference highlights prepared by Carol R. Kelm,
executive secretary. The editor welcomes reports, research projects, and
studies sponsored by the sectionsand committees at all levels, in the hope
of keeping the membership informed of the span of interest of RTSD.
Library R'esourcesdr Technical Seruices is still identified as the only
journal devoted exclusively to technical services,and it has gained world'
wide recognition because of its well-written, readable, and timely content.
Following the reorganization of the association in the late fifties,
specialization of interests has been reflected through type-of-library and
type-of-activity divisions. During that time the mutual dependence of
the two types has become clear, and as a result the impact of decisions
endorsed by a single division is more pervasive than ever. RTSD, with
its vast scope of responsibility and its substructuring, has occupied and
continues to occupy a position of great importance. Its first ten years
may be labeled "domestic years," with an emphasis on the needs of
American libraries, while a stirring of interest in international involvement quickened in the seconddecade.
Through its newly created sections, committees, joint committees,
representatives to other agencies,discussion groups, and its Council of
Regional Groups, RTSD initiated its program. The ALA Board on Resources was designated as an RTSD committee because of the encompassing scope of the division; it remained a committee until 1973, when
it was merged with the Acquisitions Section to become the Resources
Section. The ALA Bookbinding Committee was also designated as a division committee and continued its search for binding performance
standards. Of singular importance within each section was the creation
of a Policy and Research Committee, representing a recognition of the
accomplishments of such a committee which had functioned successfully in the former Division of .Cataloging and Classification. In 1962/
63 RTSD created a Planning Committee "to consider problems of technical servicesas a whole."
Among the early committees reflecting the interests of the division

.
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in subjects with relevance for other divisions was the School Libraries
(Library) Technical Services Committee, Geated in 1957/58 and dissolved in 1966167,with its interests then transferred to the Centralized
ProcessingCommittee.
The division has a number of representatives to other organizations,
of which the best known is probably the Standards Committee on Library Work, Documentation & Related Publishing Practices (239) of
the American National Standards Institute. Interdivisional committees
have been created, for example, the Public Documents Interdivisional
Committee (RSD and RTSD), which through its Comniittee on Depository Libraries and with the cooperation of the Library of Congress,
sought better bibliographic control of non-Government Printing Office
publications and succeededin having the Bureau of the Budget direct
federal agencies to forward four copies of each of such publications to
the Library of Congress which, in turn, would forward one copy to the
Government Printing Office for inclusion in the Monthly Catalog.
An emerging emphasis on resources became apparent early in the history of the division. The Resources Committee, under the dynamic
leadership first of Ralph Ellsworth and, later, Gordon Williams, was a
pivotal factor in the discussions which led to the final printing of the
pre-1956 National Union Catalog (NUC) and to the PL-480 program of
the Library of Congress.
In 1962163 two discussion groups affiliated themselves with RTSD:
the already organized Technical Services Directors of Large Research Libraries and the Technical ServicesAdministrators of Medium-Sized Research Libraries. In recent years, others have been formed: Technical
Services Administrators of Smaller Research Libraries, Technical Services Administrators of Large Public Libraries, and Technical Services
Directors of Processing Centers. Through these groups and comparable
groups affiliated at the section level, RTSD has fostered informal sharing of common problems among peer groups.
The Council of Regional Groups, formerly related solely to the Division of Cataloging and Classification, now reflects the currenb scope of
RTSD interests. Most of these groups are associatedwith state and/or
regional associations and offer opportunity for a two-way transfer of
ideas between the field and the division. There were originally twentynine groups, but as of 1976 the number has been reduced to twenty-five;
thus an evaluation of their effectivenessmight well be considered.
Problems falling within the scope of responsibilities of the Cataloging and Classification Section (CCS) dominated the first decade of
RTSD. Among the projects endorsed by CCS was the ill-fated Cataloging-in-Source (CIS) experiment which, though it failed, has had a rebirth, with some variations, as Cataloging in Publication (CIP) , arr activity of the Library of Congress.ESection committees on centralized
processing, on book catalogs, and on classification have sought solutions
to problems created by current activities and new developments in their
areasof interest.
Volume 20, Number 4, FaIl 1976
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Most significant of all, however, was the near-total preoccupation of
CCS with iode revision, a critical issue on which the defunct Division
of Cataloging and Classification had responded to the Lubetzky critique
of the existing code. Responsibility for continuing revision of the code
had been transferred to CCS at the time of the reorganization of ALA.
Seymour Lubetzky, who served as editor of the code from 1956 until
1962, was the'main influence on the development of the code; he was
succeededby C. Sumner Spalding, who brought the code to completion.
The manuscript of the new code for author and title entries and descriptive cataloging was transmitted to the ALA Publishing Department
in 1965/66 as the "North American Text" of the "Anglo-American
Text" of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, with the title-page
wording reflecting its international sponsorship: "Prepared by the American Library Association, The Library of Congress,The Library Association, and the Canadian Library Association."e Wyllis E. Wright served
as Chairman of the Catalog Code Revision Committee, steering it
through endless and trying meetings of confrontation and compromise.lo Ever supportive of code revision and anticipating its successwas
Verner W. ClJpp, president of the Council of Library Resources, who
evidenced his commitment through continuing grants and encouragement.
The years were eventful. Catalog code institutes at Stanford University in 1958 and at McGill University, Montreal, in 1960 presaged the
finding of an ultimate solution. The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles, held in Paris in 1961, was a landmark in international cooperation with its discussion based on a "statement on Principles"
which paralleled closely those on which the rules being drafted by Lu'
betzky were based.rl Despite those auspicious happenings, the final revision of ACCR *ur ttof destined to be received with unequivocal aP-

proachful account of the organizational and administrative difficulties
*fri.n had been encountered and questions the perspicacity of the Organization Committee and RTSD foi not recognizing the emerging importance of automation in technical services.The emergence of the Infor'
mation science and Automation Division (ISAD) was inevitable, how-

common interests.
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RTSD Today
Twenty years later, recognizable through its original sections, RTSD
is complex, labyrinthine, and hospitable to expansion as new interests
emerge. The four sections,with their current names conveying their responsibilities, are: Cataloging and Classification (CCS), Reproduction
of Library Materials (RLMS, formerly: Copying Methods), Resources
(RS, formerly: Acquisitions), an{ Serials (SS).
The division and the four sections have their own governing bodies.
Each section chairman servesex-officio on the clivision Board of Directors, thereby representing the section's membership and gaining some
perspective on the activities of the division as a whole.
The complexity as well as the flexibility of the division and its sections is reflected in its committee structuring at both the division and
section levels. At the division level, there are the following standing
committees: Audiovisual, Book Catalogs, Preservation of Library Materials, and Technical Services Costs; there are ad hoc committees concerned with Catalog Code Revision (with a subcommittee on Rules for
Cataloging Machine-Readable Data Files), Commercial Processing Services, Computer Filing, Interlibrary Networks, and Keyboard; there are
joint committees: one with the Association of American Publishers and,
within ALA, with the Library Education Division on Education for Resources and Technical Services, with the Association of State Library
Agencies and the Reference and Adult Services Division, for Public
Documents, and with the Information Science and Automation Division and the Reference and Adult ServicesDivision, for Representation
in Machine-Readable Form of Bibliographic Information (MARBI).
Table I presents figures on the number of committees, representatives,
and discussiongroups in the division and its sections.
The creation of the Resources Section, in 1973, through the merger
of the Resources Committee and its subcommittees, which had become
standing committees of the division, with the Acquisitions Section represented a belated acknowledgment of the coequal status of resources
in the scope of RTSD. The section's responsibilities are defined as "relating to collection development including selection, acquisition and
evaluation of library materials in all types of institutions." It will be
through the Collection Development Committee that much of the impact will be made becauseit is charged with a vast responsibility:
To study the presentresourcesof American libraries and the coordination of
collectiondevelopmentprograms.
To developguidelinesfor the formulation of selectionparameters.
To evaluateand recommendselectiontoolsfor collectiondevelopment.
To recommendqualificationsand requisitetraining for selectionpersonnel.
For those actively involved in selection and evaluation; a discussion
group for "Collection Development Omcers in Medium-Sized Research
Libraries" has been formed; it may be the first of several groups to be
created in a pattern similar to that of the discussion groups at the divi-
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sional level. Fulfillment of the objectives of the Collection Development
Committee will require qualities of a high level. It adds an exciting new
dimension!
TABLE I
On^crNrzerronor RTSD

Committees
Standing
Ad hoc
Diaision:

SubDiscussion
Committees RepresentJoint
Ad hoc
atives
Committees Groups

ll

Sections:

ccs
RLMS
RS

ss

t

9

6
8
5

4
0
I

37

l6*

0
0
0
0

0
I
I
I

l0

* Ten are representatives to other organizations.

The sections have continued to create committees and to share or
sponsor programs exemplifying their interests. Illustrative of these activities are the following: RLMS has cleated a Telefacsimile Committee and has representation on the Standards Committee on Micrographic
Reproduction (PH5) of the American National Standards Institute.
The ResourcesSection (RS) explores its responsibilities through its nine
committees, including the prestigious National Union Catalog Committee. The Serials Section evidences its concern over the conflict between
the old and new technologies through its Committee to Study Manually
Maintained Serials Records. Earlier the Serials Section was involved with

systems.
While it has been charged that the committees both in the division
and in the sections reflect a tendency to react to developments rather
than anticipate new trends, it is at least clear that committees have been
quickly esttblished in response to felt needs. The committees contribute
tb the fulfillment of the division's 1974 "Goals for Action"ra through
their activities and programs, one example being the ptogtam on "Preserving the National Heritage: The Administration of Library Conseruati,onActivities" sponsored by the Preservation of Library Materials
Committee at the centennial meeting of the association in 1976 in response to the current and mounting concern about conservation of de.308o
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teriorating materials, one of the concerns recognized in the "Goals"
statement.
The division has been active in presenting conference programs and
has frequently joined with other divisions in presenting programs of interest to a broad segment of the profession. Notable examples include
the program on networks entitled "Resources and Services: Expanding
Modes of Access," cosponsoredwith RSD and ISAD in 1969 and the one
on all aspectsof serial publications, cosponsored by all four sections in
associationwith ISAD and several unirs of ACRL, in 1973.
The division is fortunate to have two awards available to honor
those who have contributed significanrly to furthering the goals of the
division: the Margaret Mann Citation, awarded by the Cataloging and
Classification Section, in recognition of "outstanding professional
achievement in cataloging or classification," and the Esther J. Piercy
Award, presented by the division "in recognition of a contribution to
librarianship in the field of technical services by younger members of
the profession." The names of the recipients of these two awards appear in Appendix 2.
Throughout the second decade, as in the first, the specter of code revision has been omnipresent. AACR did not meet the expectations of
those who had waited long for it; consequently, in response to criticism,
revisions have been made in individual rules, for example, rule 3
("Works of shared authorship") and rule 4 ("Works produced under
editorial direction").ra Rule 5 ("Collections") has been deleted,ro utrd
conflict over rule 6 ("Serials") createsmore schism.lG
A more significant cause, however, for comprehensive revision was
the international agreement on the principles of International Standard
Bibliographic Description (ISBD) for monographs. These principles,
designed to facilitate the international communication of bibliographic
information, were endorsed by the Descripcive Cataloging Committee
(DCC) of CCS on behalf of the association. Following the endorsement, it became necessaryto review AACR in light of the principles.
While the Descriptive Cataloging Committee bore the initial responsibility for revision, the consequencesof such revision on other units of
the division, as well as on the association as a whole, led to the voluntary
transfer of responsibility for code revision from CCS to RTSD until
the second edition of AACR has been published. After that, authority
for code revision will revert to DCC.
Meanwhile RTSD has created a Catalog Code Revision Committee
with the following specificresponsibility:
To review successivedrafts presented by the editor and summarize the U.S.
point of view for presentationto the Joint SteeringCommittee.. . . The ad hoc
committee shall have final authority within the ALA to speakfor ALA, through
its chairmanor delegatein the revisionof AACR.
The chairman of the Catalog Code Revision Committee serves also
Volume 20, Number 4, Fall 1976
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as the ALA representative to the Joint Steering Committee for Revision
of AACR.
The Joint Steering Committee, established by ALA Council action,
has as its members one representative each from the American Library
Association, the Library Association (of Great Britain) , the Canadian
Committee on Cataloguing, the British Library, and the Library of Congress. The following extract of the committee's statement of responsibility confirms its importance as the final authority in code revision becausethe committee has the power:
To appoint an editor and an associate
editor for the revisededition of AACR;
To determinequestionsof policy for the editors.
To assessfor approval the rules framed by the editors in accord with agreed
policies;
To piesentfor publication the revisedtext and index.
Other committees concerned with code revision are (l) a joint committee of RTSD/ISAD/RASD:
Representation in Machine-Readable
Form of Bibliographic Information,
(2) two division committees:
Rules for Cataloging Machine-Readable Data Files (a subcommittee of
CCRC) and Computer Filing; (3) within the Serials Section: AACR Revision Study, which undertakes "to study drafts of the AACR Revision
and prepare comments from the point of view of serials for the RTSD
Catalog Code Revision Committee."
After inevitable delay and indecision, three major revisions have
been endorsed and are available: chapter 6 (Separately Published Monographs), chapter 12 (Audiouisual Media and Special Instructional Materials, replacing the earlier Motion Pictures and, Filmstrips), and chapter 14 (Sound Recordings, formerly Phonorecords) .r7
The impact of the revisions is felt immediately because of their application by the Library of Congress.Meanwhile there are sounds of dissonance and dissatisfaction with code revision activities, an echo of the
mood of the first decade of RTSD. A contribution toward keeping librarians informed is the series of reports, "Progress on Code Revision,"
which have appeared in issues of Librory Resources dv Technical Seruices, when appropriate, beginning with the issue for fall 1974. The reports include summaries of activities of CCRC as well as summaries of
recommendations made to the Joint Steering Committee.
Code revision has been assuming an increasingly important international significance; the result not only invites but compels RTSD to assume a commensurate international stance.Yet there has been a seeming
reluctance within RTSD to internationalize its activities, in spite of the
statement of the 1974 "Goals for Action," that there should be "increaseddivisional involvement in relevant international library concerns
and associations."As early as 1968/69 RTSD created an ad hoc committee, with Marietta Daniels Shepard as Chairman, to view the international activities relating to divisional responsibilities and to recommend
ways in which these interests could be served. In the following year an
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RTSD International Relations Committee, a subcommittee of the International Relations Committee of the association, undertook to explore
problems of cooperation and standardization at the international level.
The committee functioned briefly but was phased out a few years later,
presumably because there was not a need for it within the division. The
time has come, however, for active international involvement. Doralyn
J. Hickey, RTSD president, 1974175,has confirmed the need:
In light of the considerationsof ISBD and of Universal Bibliographic Control
(a new IFLA program) RTSD is attempting to increaseits international consciousness.
We are trying to be sure that rhe Division is properly representedat
international cataloging and bibliographic meetings,and we are setting up
mechanismsto attempt to avoid last-minutedebate and approval of standards
forwardedby other national and internationalassociations.l8
With the "Goals for Action" as guidelines, RTSD moves confidently
toward its third decade. But what of its membership? Margaret Brown,
president of RTSD in 1968/69, viewed "RTSD in an Age of Change"
and warned that:
In the end, it is not formal organizationalchangeswhich make the difierence,
but behavioral changes-changesin attitudes, loyalties, feelings, and beliefs of
organizationmembers.And finally so it is with RTSD membership-the interest,
enthusiasm,and concern of each generation-therein is to be found the true
explanationof how and why RTSD functionsasit does.le
In 1957 RTSD, representing the largest type-of-activity division, had
a membership of approximately 4,000. Ten years later membership had
doubled to more than 8,000.As of May 1976, members (personal and organization) numbered 5,762, a mournful loss when viewed in relation
to RTSD alone; unfortunately, however, such lossesin membership are
being experienced by divisions throughout the association. The following analysis of the current membership figures in the sections indicate
that CCS continues to be the largest section, followed by RS:zo
Section
Cataloging and
Classification
Reproduction of
Library Materials
Resources
Serials

Membership
3,004
1,449
r,988

r,9r2

While it can be assumed that membership will be higher by the end
of 1976, there is disquieting evidence that membership may continue to
decrease. An anomaly exists, however, in that despite having fewer
members, RTSD, because of the new ALA dues structure, effective in
1975, has a larger budget than it had formerly.zt Yet such momentary
financial gain could represent a pyrrhic victory unless those who have
not renewed their membership feel more lost than they had anticipated
and conclude that membership brings personal and professional rewards
Volume 20, Number 4, FaII 1976
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that outweigh the increased cost of dues. It will be equally true unless
new members are recruited.
Meanwhile, RTSD is making an eftort to keep its membership more
informed. In 1975 the Board of Directors voted to "establish a newsletter for the purpose of improving communications with the members
of the Division regarding activities of the various units and of the
Council of Regional Groups."2z With uncommon speed, the first issue
of the R?SD Newsletter, dhted January 1976, appeared, and its continuity was assured with the appearance of volume l, number 2, dated
April 1976 and volume l, number 3, dated June 1976. Members are invited to forward their ideas and information to its editor, Mary Pound.
To the extent that members cooperate, the Nezusletter will become a
viable communication link. Whatever happens, the Newsletfer is one responseto the challenge to RTSD to prove its worth in its twentieth yearl
More responsesare sure to follow.
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17. Anglo-American
and' Other Re'
Published Monographs, Incorporating
Chapter 9, "Photographic
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Year

I

Srcnrrenrrs or RTSD

President

Executive SecreBry

1957

Edwin B. Colburn,
Chairman, Organizing
Committee

Orcena Mahoney
Secretary)

1957158
r958/59
1959/60
r960/61
l96l/62

Edwin B. Colbum
F. Bemice Field
John Fall
Melvin Voigt
Helen Welch (Tuttle)
Dorothy Comins
James E. Skipper
Paul Dunkin
Wesley Simonton
(Assumed office as VicePresident because Jane Ganfield,
incoming President resigned
because of illness)
Wesley Simonton
David Weber
Margaret C. Brown
(Carol H. Raney, VicePresident, served as Acting
President because of M. Brown's
convalescense following surgery)
W. Carl Jackson
(Assumed office as VicePresident because Carol H.
Raney resigned to become
Executive Secretary)
C. Donald Cook
Barbara M. Westby
Connie Dunlap
Dorothy P. Iadd
Doralyn J. Hickey
Dale Bentz
Paul Fasana

Orcena Mahoney
Orcena Mahoney
Orcena Mahoney
Orcena Mahoney
Elizabeth Rodell
Elizabeth Rodell
Elizabeth Rodell
Elizabeth Rodell
Elizabeth Rodell

rs62l63
1963164
1964165
1965/66

1966167
1967/68
1968/69

1969170

r97ol7r
r97r172
1972173
r973174
r974i75
r975176
r976177
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Elizabeth Rodell
Elizabeth Rodell
Elizabeth Rodell

(DCC Executive

(September 196l)

(Resigned:
October 1968)

Don Culberton, Acting
Carol H. Raney (June 1969)

Carol
Carol
Carol
Carol
Carol
Carol
Carol

H.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

Raney
Kelm
Kelm
Kelm
Kelm
Kelm
Kelm
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Recipients of the Margaret Mann Citation
(arvarded l95l-56 by the Division of Cataloging and Classification)

Year
l95l
r952
1953
r954
1955
1956
1957
r958
1959
1960
l96l
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
l97l

r972
r973
r974
1975
t976

Recipient
Lucile M. Morsch
Marie I-ouise Prevost
Maurice F. Tauber
Pauline A. S€ely
Seymour Lubetzky
Susan G. Akers
David J. Haykin
Esther J. Piercy
Andrew D. Osborn
M. Ruth MacDonald
John W. Cronin
Wyllis E. Wright
Arthur H. Qhaplin
Catherine MacQuarrie
Laura C. Colvin
F. Bernice F.ield
C. Sumner Spalding
Paul S. Dunkin
Katherine L. Ball
S. R. Ranganathan
Henriette Avram
Edward W. Applebaum
Doralyn J. Hickey
Frederick G. Kilgour
Margaret W. Ayrault
Eva Verona

Recipients of the Esther J. Piercy Award

Year
1969
r970
t97l
r972
rg73
r974
1975
r976
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Recipient
Richard M. Dougherty
John B. Corbin
John Phillip Immroth
Carol A. Nemeyer
Glen A. Zimmerman
(No award)
John D. Byrum, Jr'
Ruth L. Tighe
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Catalogingthe SchoolMedia Center
as a SpecializedCollecfion
Lrrlret M. WsuMnyEn
Director ol Curriculum
Lafayette School District
Lafayette, California

A schoolmedia centercollectionis highly specializedin its uses,as educators atternpt to nxatchmaterials to indiaidualized needs of pupils.
For this reason,the traditional model of the "small, generalcoliction"
is no longer uiable. six retrieual systems
haue been i1entified which ah
tempt to analyzematerialswith respectto their instructional uses.Howe-aer,a c,omprehensive
catalogingsystemf or adaptiaeeducationwill not
be deueloped,until the expertise of ribrary catilogers is appried,to the
msR.

Introduction

Today, computers can do the memory work for us. A terminal may
_
be instructed to display titles of "mystery stories set in Latin America
Manuscript

received December

l9J4; accepted for publication
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with a boy as main character and on a fourth-grade reading level" . . .
or of "material in a discovery approach with visual aids to teach division
of fractions to a bright second-grader." However, "relatively few schools
have pioneered in the field of school library automation for the PurPose
of information storage and retrieval, and these have been secondary
schools."r
A junior high school in Burnt Hills, New York, makes use of a com'
puter terminal for computer-assistedinstruction. Burnt Hills, and Beverly Hills, California, Lake Forest, Illinois, and other school libraries have
arrangements for playback and display of audiovisual materials, which
are called "retrieval systems." None of these systems,however, attempts
to deal with library cataloging in a more comprehensive way.z
Later, we shall examine retrieval systems which analyze Parameters

talists," he anticipated that
sort of an end run (would) occur, and the new technology of information
storageand retrieval (would) reach the education systemin some sfiength outsideof the main library stream.s
The systems to be considered here are "end runs" which are already
underway.
For tire moment, however, let us consider what will be lost if school
information retrieval systems are developed without the participation
of librarians. First, the results of a century or more of study of princi-

wholly curriculum-limited.
Therefore, we cannot huddle in the middle of the field while the
end runs result in touchdowns. We must ParticiPate in the game' We
must do a more comprehensive job with eiisting cataloging practicee to
meet the demands of curriculum and reader guidance. And we must
analyze new parameters of media center materials in response to the
move toward adaptive education.
Cataloging for Curriculum Needs
Traditional subject cataloging is inadequate for curriculum. needs on
several counts. Analytic entriEs, [eneral as-well as specific subject cards,
and improvements in the subjeit heading lists should be considered'
'316o
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cataloging of textbooks and other instructional materials which we

sons associatedwith the Civil War" for additional information, will the
student begin the long search?The solution is not to abandon the specific entry for the more general one-we know from experience that
specific subject cataloging permits us to reassemble materials to meet
changes in curricula; but we might use both the specific and the general
headings, as one commercial cataloger has been doing.
Further, although we have been refining subject heading lists for
some time, there is still room for improvement. Among the absurdities
is this group of headings:
Freedomof religion under Religious Liberty
Freedom of the pressunder Liberty of the Press
Freedomof speechunder Freedomof Speech.a
Many other headings, though more consistent, are cumbersome. There
must be a more sensibleway to say
(Af ter Airplane Accidents,Shipwrecks,etc.)-Fiction
o.t*to.t
Refuse and Refuse Disposal,
To compound the problem, the syndetic feature is frequently absent
from school library caralogs. As flexible scheduling and individualized
instruction move into a school, the stream of students through the library door becomes nearly conrinuous. There is little time for the task
of making cross-referencecards. Thus the student is not likely to find
any leads from Freedom of the Press or from Press, Freedom of to
Liberty of the Press. The use of a computerized catalog could solve
both problems, however. Consistencyand simplicity rnust be sought.
Finally, it may be time that library caraloging be applied to aII tlrre
learning materials in the school building. Perhaps school librarians
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should regard textbooks as a responsibility rather than a burden. Perhaps
a teacher should be able to find in the school library catalog the nature
and location of basic and supplementary texts, as well as trade books
and audiovisual materials, which are housed anyvhere within the school

Cataloging for Reader Guidance .

book-or record or film-like
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emphasis on individualized learning, which is best described as ,.adaptive
education."
Cataloging for Adaptiue Education
According to Glaser,

Moreover, the library catalog, along with irs associaredbibliographies
and indexes, has done-more than provide alternate learning paths ro preselectedoutcomes. rt has offered aisthetic experience, t..teitiott, exploration, and unexpected discoveries even when no instructional outcome
was consciously sought. Further, it has permitted the learner to select his

Six Retrieaal Systems
The retrieval systems described below attempt to list instructional
materials in response to one or more personal characteristics that vary
from learner to learner, and so they miy be termed "adaptive" retrievai
systems.
None of these systems,as nearly as we have been able to determin€,
indexes literature, music compositions, or other products of the fine arts.
Each is limited to or strongly emphasizesclassrobm,rather than library,
materials. All of them were designed to retrieve materials for teachers.
The brief descriptions of the sysrems are accompanied by a comparative
chart (Table l).
Computer-Based Curriculum Planning at SUNY-BuffaIo. This project
was begun in 1963 at the Center for Curriculum Planning at the State
Volume 20, Number 4, FaIl 1976
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University of New York at Bufialo.z It analyzes more asPectsof a piece
of material than any other system studied. Initially, materials and activities were included for three third-grade and three eleventh-grade
social studies units; other units are being added continually. The following parameters are retrievable for each item in the system:
learning objectivesfor the unit
generalinterest
occupationalinterest
socialclass
sex
developmental tasks
reading level
mental age
chronological age
physical handicaps
residential status
body area
learning environment (classroom,gymnasium, outdoors)
major social function (governing, leisure, etc.)
instructional activity (verbal, field trip, etc.)
suggested approach (introductory, etc.)
objectives (knowledge, etc.)
material descriptor (audio, printed, etc.)
materials (books, charts, etc.)
instructional grouping (individual, small group, large group)
evaluation devices.
A teacher obtains a list of suggested materials and activities for individual learners or groups to specifications chosen within the categories
listed above. The computer coordinates these requirements to identify
items to be listed. The teacher, it is emphasized, decides what to use
from the list generated.
A number of evaluative studies have been done of Computer-Based
Curriculum
Planning. Most of these attest to the efiectiveness of the
program. One difficulty, however, is of interest to librarians: "Recent
changes in New York State syllabi may have caused the relevance of certain units to be modified."8 We might sugg€st that subject indexing,
which would list specific topics in each item, would permit reassembly of

ability levels (disturbed, gifted, etc.)
applications
catalogs and prices
class size
education levels
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facilities designand components
guides (for teachers)
instructionaltools and techniques(media)
learning (attention,inquiry, etc.)
production techniques
research
studentvariables(attitudes,backgrounds,
reactions,retention,self-concept)
teaching
testing
grant proposals
subjects
specifications are chosen within the categories listed above. A coordinate search is performed manually by aligning cards over a light-box, an
operation much like the "knitting-needle" keysort system. The result is
a list of materials for the teacher'sconsideration.
Automated Instructional Resources Retrieaal System (AIRRS) in
Bucks County, Pennsylaania. AIRRS was developed at a county curriculum center in Pennsylvania as part of an Intensification of the Learning Process project realized through Personalizing Education prescriptions (PEf;.to AIRRS is a supporr system to PEP. The following
Parametersare retrievable, as appropriate, for each item in the system:
media type
maturity level (kindergarten,etc.)
length
producer or publisher
main curriculum area
languageindicator
physicalcharacrerisrics
(black-and-white,
etc.)
index terms (up to ten subjecttermsfrom a ihesaurus)
group size
instructionarea (classroom,
etc.)
structured/unstructured/not either

Of the retrieval systemsdiscussedhere, this is the one most similar
to library cataloging. Ffowever, it responds to fewer learner variables
and fewer teaching-situation variables than either of the university systems described above.
Math Information System in Pennsylvania. An adaptive reftieval
system which analyzed twenty basal mathematics seriespage by page was
developed at Pennsylvania's Department of Public Instruction.rl The
following parameters are retrievable for each textbook page:
content (300 concepts and skills)
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expectedpupil behavior (1,500objectives)
type of problem
vocabularyand symbolism
grade level
pre-testand post-testactivity
A computer produced a Master Content Index and a Master Behavior
Index, but the actual search is conducted by hand. The searcher can
identify specific pages to use with individual learners. By limiting subject area (math) and medium (textbook), the system was able to make
a detailed analysisof each book.
ScienceInformation System in Oregon. A computer index to Science
-A Process Approach has been developed in the Portland Public
Schools.lz This science program was developed under the aegis of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science and is Presently
marketed by Ginn-Xerox.
The retrieval system is called the Teacher's Automated Guide and retrieves lessonsby one or any combination of the following:
lessonnumber
level of difficulty
content
processto be taught
Select-Ed, Inc. Rather than a subject focus, Select-Ed has chosen a
particular type of learner for concentration.ls The system suggestsmaterials for prescription to individual special education students. The
following parameters, as appropriate, are retrievable for each item in
the system:
specificcontent
format and specialcharacteristics
grade level
readinglevel
mental age
input-output (stimulus-response
characteristics)
processes(psycholinguistic)
major areas
A teacher searchesout material manually by aligning cards over a
light-box. Where the light shows through, adjacent numbers lead to a
sheet describing appropriate instructional materials. The special education emphasis is reflected in the materials selected for indexing (including high-interest/low-vocabulary and perceptual-motor development)
and the parameters coded (such as psycholinguistic processes).
The Six Systemsand,Library Cataloging
It is evident that all these systems,with the possible excePtion of
AIRRS, come out of curriculum or information science-rather than
library-backgrounds. All are systemsfor teachers,not students. All deal
.299.
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TABLE I
Rntnrrvesrn PenalrnrnnsrN Anaprrvn Sysrrus

Parameters

Bufialo

General topic
Specific topic
Process taught
Behavioral objective
Developmental task
Occupational interest
Social function
Reading level
Vocabulary, symbolism
Mental age
Chronological age
Grade level
Lesson number
Student attitude
Student background
Student reaction
Student retention
Student self-concept
Social class
Residential status
Sex
Special education group
Physical handicap
Body area
Tqacher guide
Approach
Teaching
Insructional activity
Learning environment
Instructional grouping
Stimulus-response/ structure
Psycholinguistic processes
Language (s) used
Medium
Physical characteristics
Length
Evaluation devices
Producer/publisher
Catalog, price
Grant proposal
Research

Miami

Systems
AIRRS
PaMath

OreSci

SelEd

x
x

x
X

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
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primarily, if not exclusively, with classroom-rather than media center
-materials. All support teaching in cognitive-rather than afiective or
aesthetic-curriculum areas. Each system includes some aspects of materials to which library catalogers have not addressed themselves. However, such characteristics of materials as difficulty, audience, use, and organization are parameters of materials which we should be analyzing in
addition to subject and form. And there are other questions we should
be asking. Is an item predominantly verbal, visual, aural, or tactile? This
is not simply a matter of medium-some books are more visual than
some filmstrips. If visual, for instance, is the picture comprehensive, as
with photographs, or selective, as in diagrams? Is the organization in'
ductive, deductive, or mosiac-built of probes i la Mcluhan? Is the
learner's response to be active, passive, or somewhere in between? On
what cognitive level is the learner required to operate? Will the learner
need to be convergent or divergent in his/her thinking to solve the problem? Is the material best suited to a logical or an intuitional learning
style? What are the affective and aesthetic components of the material?
The thematic content? The emotional intensity? The pace?The style?
All of these are characteristics of learning materials which we have
not defined or analyzed in an organized, fashion. If we are to continue
to respond to the needs of the school, however, we must begin.
Practical C onsiderations
Cataloging for these needs will require careful reading, viewing, or
audition of materials followed by consistent application of sophisticat'
ed descriptors. For efficient utilization, computer capability will be required. Clearly this is an expensive proposal.
On tlrc other hand, some work has already been done. If appropriate
features of the six retrieval systems we have described could be added
to the cataloging of children's materials in MARC, a giant step would
have been taken. If the hours which school library catalogers still spend
duplicating one another's work were mobilized to regional or national
cooperation, the necessarymanpower would be available.
Efiective bibliographic control of school library collections depends
not on a simple task of indexing a small general collection, but rather
on a highly specialized system of matching books and media materials
to the diverse needs of individual learners. The persons best qualified to
carry out the task of creating that system are librarians who can relate
the process of adaptive education to their own field. Schools today'
sociologists have found, merely confirm the differences predicted by socioeconomic status. The only hope of breaking that pattern may lie in
diagnosing and teaching to the individual differences of students. Librarians must help by cataloging all materials housed in the school so
that they can be rerieved in response to those individual difierences'
that is, by cataloging for adaptive education.
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UnpublishedStudiesof Technical
ServiceTime and Cosfs:
A Supplement
MenrHe W. Wnsr
AssociateProfessor
and.
Bennene A. Bexrnn
Graduate Student
D epar tm en t of Li br arianship
San Jose State Uniuersity
San Jose, Calif ornia

The TechnicalSeruicesCostsCommitteeof ALA/ RTSD has sought to
update the earlier bibliographyof Tesoanikand DeHart on techni.cal
seraicestime and coststudies (Library Resources& Technical Services
14:56-67[Winter 1970]) by requestingcitationsfrom the f.fty state librariesand from librarieswherestudieswere known to haae been done
and.by a searchol the ERIC systenxas of May 1976.
OF THE MAJOR EFFORTS of the Technical Services Costs
1|NE
V
Committee of ALA/RTSD has been the collecting and disseminating of information regarding actual costs identified in library technical
services operations. At the request of the committee, a bibliography of
unpublished studies of times and costs was compiled by Tesovnik and
DeHart and published in Library Resources b Technical Seraices,winter 1970. The compilation of the current bibliography was undertaken
at the present committee's request, with the anticipation that the increased utilization of automation in technical processing would have
produced a far greater number of such studies. This did not prove to be
the case. In spite of the fact that the definition of "'unpublished" was
amended to include ERIC documents (identified by "ED" numbers),
only nineteen have been added to the fifteen identified in the earlier
study.
Requests for citations were sent to the fi.fty state libraries, to major
Manuscript received August 1975; accepted for publication December 1975; updated
May 1976.
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libraries and/or systemsknown to be involved in the automation of technical processing, and to American Libraries, Library lournal, and Wilson Library Bulletin for publication. In addition, the ERIC data base
was searched both manually and through Lockheed's DIALOG system.
Approximately thirty citations were retrieved from the various sources,
resulting in the nineteen studies annorated in this bibliography. In most
instances the annotations are the author's or those of the ERIC system,
with additional cost data supplied by the compilers as required.
Any comparative use of the data reported in the cited studies should
be cautious, as the studies represent a time span of more than six years
and many different types of library situations. As in the earlier bibliography, the greatest representation is from academic libraries (nine or 47
percent) , with public and state libraries contributing three studies each
(16 percent). It is interesting to note that two studies are from medical
library settings, and three report on some form of cooperative or centralized acrivity.
A more serious limitation to the use of the reported data for comparative purposes lies in the total absence of accepted definitions of
"original cataloging," "processing," and even "cataloging with LC copy."
Without such definitions based on standard task analysis, we can obtain
only an impressionistic view of the times and costs of technical services
operations in libraries.
Angold, Linda. Cosl and Ti,meAnalysisof Monograph Catalogingin Hospital
Libraries: A PreliminaryStudy. Detroit: Wayne SrateUniversity,Library and
BiomedicalInformation Center,Report no.5l, 1969.ED 035428
The purposeof this paper is: (l) to proposemodels to be used in evaluating relative time and cost factors involved in monograph cataloging within a
hospital library, and (2) ro test the models by performing a cost and time
analysisof eachcatalogingmethod studied.To establishas completea list of
catalogingwork units as possible,severalhospital catalogersin the Detroit area
were interviewed to learn the pattern of steps they follow. A checklistof
cataloging work was then prepared to test the following possible approaches
to cataloging: (l) original catalogingusing either Library of Congress(LC)
or National Library of Medicine (NLM) systems,(2) catalogingwith LC
cards, (3) catalogingwith LC cardsbut utilizing NLM subjectheadings,(4)
cataloging with LC proofcopy, and (5) cataloging from NLM bibliographic
information. Data for the cost-tirneanalysis was collected during March of
1969at the Wayne State University Schoolof Medicine Library. Fifty titles
considered suitable for a hospital library were cataloged using each of the
above approaches.The difierent catalogingmethodsmeasuredare discussedin
relation to the hospital library situation.For eachmethod there is a table listing the time and cost values for every work unit with alternatives available
within each method.
Original cataloging per monograph:
Time: 26.62minutes
Cost: $1.99
LC cataloging per monograph:
Time: 9.95 minutes
Cost: $0.55
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Bayunus, Owais. I Cost Analysis of the Autornated SystemsControl Group, the
Acquisitions Department and the Catalog Department of the Central Tech'
nical Seraices, Cornell IJniuersity Libraries, Ithaca, New York: Cornell Uni
versity Graduate School, 1975. ED 102 996
A very comprehensive time and costs study covering the Processing of
monographs by the Cornell University Libraries Central Technical Services'
An attempt was made to include all direct and indirect labor costs, costs of
benefits, overhead costs, and a productive time ratio for all employees. Also
included is a prorated unit cost of automated systems (both in-house and
Ohio College Library Center) for processing each title, time and costs for cataloging with LC copy, OCLC member copy and for original cataloging'
LC cataloging per monograph:
Cost: $0.76
Time: 13.49minutes
Original cataloging per monograph:
Time: 35.36 minutes
Cost: $2.99
OCLC member copy cataloging per monograPh:
Cost: $1.89
Time: 20.93minutes
Boice, Eugene T., and otherc. The Med.ical Library Center of Neu Yoth: A Cost
Stzdy. New York: New York Metropolitan Reference and Research Library
Agency, 1970. ED 043 357
In the fall of 1969, the New York Metropolitan Reference and Research
Agency (METRO), with the cooperation of the Medical Library Center of
New York, began to plan a cost survey of the operations of the center. The
actual period of the survey is from January to June 1970. The survey provides an estimate of income and expenditures for the operation of the center,
based on staft, work performed, and input and output. The end result is the
provision of a unit cost for each operation performed by the center-storage,
retrieval, cataloging, delivery, and the operation of the Union Catalog of
Medical Periodicals. This survey is confined to an analysis of the current oPerations at the Medical Center Library and their costs.No attemPt is made to
evaluate these operations or propose alternative procedures.
Monograph cataloging
$2.03 per item.
Bowron, Albert. Book Processing Alternatiues for the Libraries of the South
Central Region of Ontario. Toronto: Information, Media and Library Planners. 1974.ED 108 585
In 1974 a study was made of alternatives for centralized book processing
for the South Central Regional Library (SCRL) of Ontario, Canada' The
planners first examined the general benefits of centralized processing as to
staft, time, space, standardization cost, coordination, and utilization of new
technology and then examined these benefits specifically in relation to the
SCRL. After a study of three possible centers, the planners recommended the
Niagara Regional Library System as the central Processor for SCRL and made
further recommendations as to budgets and costs as well as for further cooperation with other libraries and regional centers. An appendix contains standards for cataloging, classification, and filing,
Cataloging costs for three libraries per title:

$l2.oo

$7.93

$4.4e

per volume:

.

$ 7.e3 $7.56 $4.06
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Bryant, Johanne C. "Centralized Processing Center Evaluation." Jackson, Mississippi: Mississippi Library Commission, 1973.
A cost study was undertaken for the PurPose of self-evaluation and to
determine the feasibility of enlarging the center's membership. Costs cover
activides from purchasing to shipping (to member libraries) of approximately 32,000 titles.
Average cost to process a book:

r97rl72 $2.074
1973
$2.54
1973/74 $2.77
Clark, Jay B. "Cost Analysis-I973, Technical Services,Houston Public Li
brary."
A short summaryof the Houston Public Library's annual cost study of the
technical services.Labor costsare basedon a diary study made by every member of the division for a year in which 143,967volumeswere processed.
The total time for acquisition,cataloging,and material processingwas
22.04 minutes per volume,
Total book processing costs for labor, supplies, overhead, computer ser'
vices, and equipment were $2.40 per volume.
Costs rose $0.32 from 1972, although ll Percent fewer volumes were Processed.Time remained the same.
"A Cost Analysis of the Technical Services Division of the Onondaga Library
System." School of Information Studies, SyracuseUniversity, 1974'
The Technical Services Division of the Onondaga Library System oPerates
a centralized book processing center for the entire twenty-one library system.
The purpose of this study is to analyze and evaluate the processing system as
it now operates, to recommend modifications, where possible, which would
increase its operating efficiency, and to undertake a cost analysis of the processrng system.
The costs figures generated represent the summed product of the standard
times for the routines involved in the processing of a book, and the standard
rates of pay for the employees performing these routines, plus other additional operating costs.
Costs: $1.57 to processan item.
Faibisofi, Sylvia. Time and. Cost Study of a Bibliographic Search. Ithaca, New
York: South Central Research Library Council, 1971.ED 067 142
The South Central Research Library Council (SCRLC) was asked if the

Ifowever, a question did arise regarding its ability to search bulk requests for
flve major university libraries in FAUL (Five Associated University Libraries)
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with its present manpower. Tlhe recommended charge per search is $0.50 for
nonmember libraries.
Cost per unit is $0.08ro 90.10.
Time is two minutes to locate entry, five minutes if filing, xeroxing, and
distribution is included.
Florida State University Library, Tallahassee, "Efiort and Cost Analysis of the
Cataloging Division." December, 1974.
Work Activities: 122 subcategories of cataloging work activities grouped
into fifteen main categories analyzed by efiort (in hours and percents of total
hours) and cost (in salariesand percents of total salariespaid) ,
Size of collection: 1.2 million volumes
Sample size: thirty-eight members of the Division
Duration: questionnaire extrapolated to represent a year
Costs: measurement was in efiort (time) and cost (salaries) per category
and subcategory.
Hobrock, Brice G., K. J. Bierman, and H. W. Beverly. Cost and Cost-efiectiae
Studies in Libraries. 1. A IVorking Model.2. Cost Analysis of the Preparations
Diuision at VPI (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) and SU (State Uniaersity).
Blacksburg, Virginia: University Libraries, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University,1975. ED 108.698
Following an explanation of cost-efiective studies and the need for them
in libraries, part one of this report provides step-by-step instructions, with
examples, to enable librarians to conduct such studies in their own setting.
Part two provides an example of the use of the model, presenting the results
of the cost analysis of monographic cataloging of new materials in the li
braries of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VP&SU) . The
manual cataloging system in use at VPI&SU is described, and the cost of each
component is discussedin detail according to procedures given in part one.
Finally, costs of both speed and original monograph cataloging are summarized. The results are discussedin terms of absolute and available alternatives.
Original cataloging time: 34.56 minutes.
Total cost of original cataloging: $6.92.
Koehler, David W., and Barry N. Shrut. Eaaluation of a Computer-based Cataloging Suppmt System for Use by the Cornell Uni,versity Libraries. Ithaca,
New York: Cornell Univetsity Graduate School, 1973. ED 077 520
Cornell University Libraries maintains one central technical services processingdepartment which processesall material for endowed division libraries.
It is divided into four functional departments: acquisitions, serials, cataloging, and catalog maintenance. This report is concerned with the latter two
functions. The present manual system of cataloging books was analyzed to
determine the cost per title. The feasibility and cost eftectivenessof installing
the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) on-line computer system for cataloging was then analyzed. The authors recommend implementation of the
OCLC system by leasing three terminals with a projected cost savings of
$5,000 per year.
A time and cost study of a single unit order and a single blanket order
shipment was done. A breakdown of tasks in acquisitions and cataloging with
the costs and times for such tasks is presented.
Cost per title: $2.38.
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Newton, Gerald, and Elizabeth Gibson. "Book Processing Services Survey." Pre'
pared for the members of the California State Library Cooperative Book
Processing Center. Sacramento, California: California State Library, 1974.
(The ProcessingCenter ceasedoperations in spring 1975.)
This survey is a series of reports to the members of the California State
Library Book Processing Center describing the book processing services and
costs as of 1974.Also discussedare various alternatives to the present services
that might iesult in cost savings to the center members. The report "The New
Low Cost ProcessingDevelopment: Its Estimated Efiect upon the State Library
Processing Center" contains a time and cost study of its present oPerations,
including a list of sixty-six standard tasks and times.
"Easy" books (LC cards immediately available) = 60 percent of workload
Total Time: 24.31 minutes
Total ProcessingCost: $2.25
"Medium" books (LC cards available in three months or less) = 34 Percent
of workload
Total ProcessingCost: $2.85
Total Time: 31.95 minutes
"Hard" books (requires original cataloging) ,= 6 percent of workload
Total ProcessingCost: $8.55
Total Time: 83.48 minutes
Palmour, Vernon E., and others. I Study of Minnesota Public Library Setziees:
Costs and Implications. St. Paul: Westat, Inc. for State of Minnesota, Department of Education, Office of Public Libraries and Interlibrary Cooperation,

r974.
The Minnesota State Board of Education, seeking to improve the level and
the availability of public library services for the citizens of Minnesota, directed that a study of Minnesota public libraries be conducted to determine
the best use of state funds io promote library development. The investigation
was made between April and October 1974. Study requirements specified that
an analysis be made of current costs of library services in an appropriate sample of Minnesota public libraries. Unit costs were computed where it was possible to determine such coSts. The average unit stafi costs across all libraries
for technical processing were $0.98.
Rocke, Hans Joachim. "Analysis of the Data from a Technical Processing Costs
Study." Unpublished Research Paper, no.52l, Department of Librarianship,
San Jose State University, 1974.
In preparation for future automation the technical procesing functions
of the libraries on the nineteen campuses of the California State University
and Colleges were studied to describe the manual operations of each department. Time, volume, and cost figures for specific standard technical Processes
in the areas of acquisitions, cataloging, and administration of these operations were collected in the spring of 1972. A report in 1973 described the
computer-produced summary data.
This report is based on the hypothesis that there is an oPtimal production
volume in technical processes,above and below which costs rise. Tables give
the time and cost data from all nineteen libraries.
Schutt, Kenneth, and Elizabeth Gibson. "Computer Assisted Technical Processing of Library Materials. Feasibility Study." Sacramento, California: California State Libtaty, 1974.
A study was done to determine the feasibility of using a computer to aid
in the work of the technical processing section of the California State Li-
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brary. As part of the study, the authors made an analysis of the costs of the
present manual operations. This includes time and costs information for
various parts of the technical processingoperation.
Tom, Ellen, and Sue Reed. SCOPE in Cataloging. Guelph: University of
Guelph Library, 1970.ED 045 108
This report describes the Systematic Computerized Processing in Cataloging system (SCOPE), an automated system for the catalog department of a
university library. The system produces spine labels, pocket labels, book cards
for the circulation system, catalog cards including shelflist, main entry, subject and added entry cards, statistics, an updated master file in machine-readable form, and an accessions file. A preliminary cost study revealed an approximate saving of $19,000 per year based on 1,000 titles per week, with an
approximate cost of $.80 per title. This cost, however, does not include the
actual cataloging procedure. All programs are written in COBOL, and the
system is run on an IBM Model 50 computer equipped with eight tape drives,
two2314 random accessdevices and 5l2K core. The system itself uses a maximum of four tape files, three disc files and l60K core.
Voit,,Irene, and Robert Baker. "Cataloging and Processing Costs for Material
with LC Copy." Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon State University Library, 1973.
This analysis was made in December 1973 of the costs of cataloging and
preparing material with LC copy available (i.e., Library of Congress cataloging can be used) . The approach used to determine the costs involved studying
the individual activities which make up the entire procedure. In considering
the activities, the following elements were used: time per title, personnel costs,
costs of supplies, and sewice costs. The study covers activities from the time
books-are sorted into LC and non-LC groups until the books are delivered to
the shelves and the cards are ready to be sorted and filed.
Personnel costs
$1.29
Material and service costs $0.27
Total costsper title
$1.56
Total time per title
25.46minutes
West, Martha W., and others. Report on a Cost Study of Specific Technical Processing Actiuities of the California State Unfuersity and College Libraries.
Los Angeles: Office of the Chancellor, California State University and Colleges, 1973. ED 073 779
The California State University and Colleges (CSUC) system consists of
nineteen institutions located throughout the state. As a prerequisite for library automation, an analysis and cost study of technical processing funcdons
was undertaken in all nineteen libraries of the system. The purpose of the
study was to provide CSUC librarians with accurate cost figures for their own
operations as well as a means of comparing costs based on a standardized
methodology. The study was designed to facilitate comparisons among similar
functions in several libraries as well as between current manual operations
and projected operations in a computerized mode. Four summary sheets are
provided for the nineteen libraries, namely a general summary, a unit cost
summary, a production unit summary, and a bibliographic search summary.
In addition, an activity detail analysis is provided for the participating libraries. This report represents raw unevaluated data and does not reflect total
costsof tbe technical processingoperations in the participating libraries.
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Averageunit costof original cataloging:$2.9g
Averageunir costof LC cataloging:$0.73
woods, R' G. The cost of cataloging: Three systemscombined. southampton,
England: Universityof SouthamptonLibrary, 1972.

RESOURCES SCHOLARSHIP

AWARD

The Resources scholarship Award of the American Library Association, Resources and rechnical services Division, Resources Section has been established

The ALA RTSD Resources Secrion Scholarship
Jury has been charged with
identifying the best publication. Recommendarions-for the most significant resources article or book for 1976 should be submitted to william weut, University of colorado Libraries, Boulder, co 80302, before t5 December 1g76. Announcement of the name of the author receiving the award will be mad.e on
I April 1977, and the award will be presented at the RTSD Resources section
membership meeting during the 1977 ALA Annual conference in Detroit,
Midrigan.
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of
Proposalsfor a Reclassificafion

Socialand ClinicalPsychologyin
fhe Libraryof Congress
Classification
W. Gnosvuqon Polr,enn, III
Interim Subiect Speciali,stfor the
Behaaioral and Economic Sciences
(Jniaersity of Alabama in Huntsville

A reaisionof the LC classification
for social and clinical psychologyis
called.for because(1) the schedulefor social psychologyis outd,ated
and fai,Isto reflectthe interclisciplinarynature of the subiect;(2) much
of the literature of social psychologyis not proaided for, necessitating

ca.tegoryunder applied psychology.*

Introduction
-l-HE PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION of the schedules for
I Chss B, part l: Philosophy of the Library of Congress (LC) Classification ackn-owledgesthat "a thoroughgoing revision beyond the limits of
the editorial revision embodied in this edition is needed" and states that
pressures of time prevented such a review.l Considerable additions and
ihanges have been made to the BF schedule for psychology since then,
but certain aspectsof psychology are still classedin five other schedules:
ManuscriptreceivedJanuary lg75; acceptedfor publication August 1975.
* The advice and comments of John W. Warren, director of the Library, University
of Alabama in Huntsville, in preparing this manuscript are gratefully acknowledged.
Thanks are exrended to S. B, kuirh, Deparrment of Sociology,and C. A. Travis and
Eric .sunstrom, Department of Psychology, university of Tennessee, Knoxville, for
tJreir useful oommentsand interest in the project.
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and clinical psychology. The goal was to determine how welr the crassifi-

and that the placement of clinical psychology as a subfield of psychiatry
representsequally poor classification.

ences to related topics in psychology and an obvious bias toward sociological orientations. Both mentioned that several subjects in the field of
social psychology that have received considerable attention in the literature since 1950, including social attitudes and attitude change, social interaction, person perception, aggression and violent behavior, altruism
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schedules.The only alternative is to use the general subdivision (HM
251) and the general subdivision for clinical psychology (RC 467) as
"catch-alls."
Most of the works on social interaction were found to have been

class for social psychology.
It is for these reasons that the writer feels compelled to propose a

presented.
Social Psychology
.,Social psychology is the scientific study of the experience and behavior of the'individual in relation to social stimulus situations."a Stim-

his thought processes,social learning, Personality development, behavior
in social" intlraction, adjustment to group pressures and demands, and
his perception of his place in society as a whole.
Sociai psychology is still a relatively young fleld' rr-r911of its. advances
having bein made during and since the Second World War. Like a great
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The three faculty members who were consurted were in agreemen[
that the study of the formation and change of social attitudes is the
major concern of social psychology today. wrightsman notes that attitudes difier from values in that the latter'are br-oader and more abstract
and lack an object. Attitudes are not observable phenomena but are underlying constructs of human behavior whose niture must be inferred.

ciety. one of the most important concepts that can be subsumed under
the heading "social interaction" is that-of ..social role," which refers to
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'Pefceive'or-'cognize'-other perThe area of psychologyconcernedwith how we
sons--their intentions, attitudes,traits, emotions,ideas,abilities and purposes,
be referred to
as well as their overt behavioul and physical characteristics-can'understandinS
.person perception" 'impression formation" or
variously as
others'.6
This definition suggests that person perception belongs w-ithin the scope
of social interacti;;, and diicussions of social interaction and group

logical works on this relationship are to be "forced" into these notations,
thire needs to be some provision for them within the subclass for social
interaction.
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situation prior to his responseor action, and in the sense that they may
refer to past or future events, to hypothetical situations, to nonexistent
or imaginary objects, and so forth. Symbolic interaction is, therefore, a
theory and method that concentrates on the interaction between the in.
dividual and symbolized objects in his environment, whether these objects are inanimate, imaginary, or orher people.
Psychologists have recently been exploring the interaction between
human behavior and the physical environment under the general rubric
of "environmental psychology." The two psychologists consulted considered that, although a number of interests that fall under this rubric
also apply to social psychology, what the psychologist is really interested
in investigating is the relationship between the individual's perceprion
of the physical environment and his response to it. They felt that, because the scope of present research within environmental psychology applies most generally to cognition and perception, works within this developing subfield of psychology should be classed, as appropriate, within
the BF schedule rather than making provision for them within the subclass for social psychology. The writer agrees with the argument, with
the possible exception of works on social or personal space.
Social space is a concept that it is difficult to define adequately, the
problem being that it does nor refer to physical dimensions alone. But
we can acquire an understanding of the concept by looking at its contents. The cognitiue dimension refers to the way the individual divides
the universe up into categories. T}:'e terri,torial dimension refers to the
rendering of an area as distinctive by its owner (s) in a special way,
which the owner (s) will defend. This, of course, includes the shared
symbolic meanings that the members of a group or a society assign to
areas of space; and it is the shared symbolic meanings that distinguish
"social" from "personal" space.
Although works on social space certainly belong with others in social
psychology when they relate to human behavior, the fact that anthropologists and students of the social behavior of animals also write on
the subject makes it difficult to know just how to handle social space in
a classification scheme. It is probably best, for the present, to use the notation BF 469 ("Space") in the present schedules.However, if the context clearly relates to a specific discipline, an appropriate subdivision in
the class for that discipline should be used; or if the concept of social
space is imbedded in like concepts in a discipline (e.g., territoriality in
political science or zoology), notations for the concepts already provided
for in the schedulesshould be used.
The final area of social psychology that needs to be defined here is
collective behavior. Franklin and Kohout offer the following definition:
Collective behavior refers to behavior which takes place outside institutionalized
structures. Relative to other forms, collective behavior is more spontaneous,
more emotional, less structured, and less dependent upon previously learned
values and behavioral expectations.Under the heading of collective behavior,
a social psychologistmay study crowds and mobs, disasters,rumor, fads and
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fashions,socialmovements,and public opinion, to name just a few. Collective
behavior tends to emerge in situations where norms are ambiguous or where
there is dissatisfactionwith the social order. It may be of brief duration, as in
the caseof panic in a burning theater, or may span severalmonths or years,as
in the caseof a socialmovement.8
Obvious examples of social movements are the "hippie movement,"
or what Theodore Rozak has called "the counter culture," and the antiwar movement during the American involvement in Vietnam. The
abundant literature on these social movements alone would suggest that
the present classification of social psychology in the Library of Congress
schemeis clearly inadequate.
Clinical Psychology
Although there is general agreement that the subject matter of clinical psychology is the application of psychological principles to the problems of psychological adjustment, it is apparently customary to define
clinical psychology by what the clinical psychologist does or the roles he
plays. This is unfortunate, as none of the roles distinguished in general
texts aid us in differentiating between a clinical psychologist and a social
worker.
The problem in defining clinical psychology results in large measure
from the fact that it is a relatively young field of applied psychology
and the fact that, until quite recently, there were no firm standards of
professional training for clinical psychologists. Clinical psychology split
ofi as a separate section of the American Psychological Association in
1917, a move apparently prompted by the fact that those psychologists
who worked in school counseling centers and university clinics were aPplying theories and methods derived from both their parent discipline
and psychiatry.o Until after the Second World War, the majority of clinical psychologists confined their tasks to guidance, counseling, and the
administration of personality and intelligence tests among children and
adolescents.Then the Veterans Administration began hiring a number
of clinicians to handle problems of psychological adjustment among
veterans, a fact that Rotter says stimulated an interest in the personality
problems of adults.lo
The professional training of clinical psychologists was still a matter
of much debate as recently as 1966, largely because of opposition from
the American Psychiatric Association and the American Medical Association to the application of psychotherapeutic techniques by clinical psychologists without the close supervision or cooperation of a psychiatrist.
Possessionof a Ph.D. degree in psychology and several years' experience
in clinical settings, including at least a one-year internshiP, are now the
minimal requirements for professional status, certification of clinical
programs by the American Psychological Association, and state licensing.
Ttrese requirements plus the fact that the tools of the clinical psycholo'
gist-intelligence and personality tests, nondirective counseling, grouP
ther"py, psychoanalytii techniques, hypnosis, psychodrama and socio-
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drama, existential analysis, various techniques of personality analysis
and behavior modification, and experimenlal laboiatory reslarch-are
drawn from psychology show that clinical psychology is still tightly
bound to general psychology.tt

Proposed Changes
- Tlf proposed change in the classificarion of clinical psychology in
the Library of congress scheme will be discussedfirst becauie it iireratively simple, involving merely the relocation of the subject from RC
in medicine to BF in psychology. There is still something of a problem
in the move, however. Only the numbers BF 636 and 687 are available

rangement of the remaining subjects. The following relocations should
be considered:
l. Material on "public relations, publicity and propaganda" (HM
263) should be considered for transfer to JF 1525, under "government, administration." Titles which are clearly related to attitude
change would be left in this section.
2. Material on "tradition" (HM 267) should be rransferred to GT
3400-5280 ("Customs relative to public life"). The concept of
tradition in social psychology is nor clear, but tradition in relation
to specificcustoms is much more clearly defined.
3. Material on "authority and freedom" (HM 271) should be trans-
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ferred to JC 571 unless it relates explicitly to conformity or individualism, which seemsto be what is meant by "authority and
freedom."
4. Material on "liberalism and toleration" (HM 276) should be
transferredto BJ 1430-1438,the location for "compromise,toler'
ation" in ethics.

chology as revised.
HM 251 SocialpsychologY.
259 Sociometry.
255 Instinctin socialpsychology.
258

261
263
267
27r
276
278
281
283
291

Communication.
cf. P 87-92, Communication (General).
Public opinion.
Public relations. Publicity. Propaganda.
Tradition.
Authority and freedom.
Prefer JC 571, Individual rights (Political theory).
Liberalism. Toleration.
Passive resistance.
Crowds. Tumults. Revolutions'

Theory.
History.
OtherePecial.
FigureI
Presentclassificationof Social Psychology

in the schedules.
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H M 251
252
253

255

256
261

263
265
267

269

27r
274
278
281
283
286

Social psychology
The field of studv concerned with the effects of other
people upon an individual's behavior.
Cf. BF 309-499, Consciousness.Cognition.
Perception. Intuition (Psychology).
BF 636.C8, Community psychology.
GN 451-453, Psychic life of primitive people.
Periodicals, societies,etc. Collections.
General works.
Theory and methodology.
Includes sociometry, experimental social psychology,
symbolic interaction, etc.
Social attitudes.
Cf. BF 199, Behaviorism. Motivation.
BF 323.C5, Conscious attitudes.
BF. 378.A75, Attitude related to memory.
BF 575.P9,Prejudice. Antipathy.
BF 728.P75,Prejudice (Child psychology).
BF 723.R3, Race awareness(Child psychology).
BJ 1430-1438,Compromise. Toleration (Ethia).
Attitude change.
Social interaction.
t
Cf. HM l3l, Associations.Muruality. Social groups.
HM 133, Small groups.
P 87-92, Communicarion (General).
Social roles.
Person perception.
Cf. BF 723.56, Social perception (Child psychology).
Aggression and violenr behavior.
Cf. BF 575.A3,Aggressiveness(Emotion).
BF 575.F5,Fighting (Emotion).
BF 698.9..435,Aggressiveness (Personality).
BF 723.F5, Fighting (Child psychology).
Prosocial behavior. Altruism and helping behavior.
Cf. BJ 1474,Altruism and egoism (Ethics).
Conf ormity and individualism.
Collective behavior.
Cf. JC 491, Revolutions (Political science).
Passiveresistance.Nonviolent civil disobedience.
Theory of crowd behavior.
History of crowds.
Social movements,

proposed'.,trt:l%;i:cial

psychology

256); at this point should be placed any materials presently classed in
HM 263 which relate specifically to attitude change or the atrempt to
change social attitudes. "Social interaction" (HM 261-271) will include
some of the material forrnerly classed in HM 258 ("communication");
other of this material will be better classed with general works on communication or perhaps psycholinguistics, the relation of language to cog-
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nition. The new section includes the subdivisions of "social roles,"
"person perception," "aggression and violent behavior," "prosocial behavior" (including "altruism and helping behavior"), and "conformity
and individualism"; it should be used for material presently classed in
HM 132 ("interpersonal relations") and HM 291 ("other special," under social psychology) .
The new section on "collective behavior" (HM 2741286) will include
some of the material presently classed in "public opinion" (HM 261).
Except for the new heading and the addition of provision for "social
movements," there is no basic change in this section.
Conclusions
It will perhaps be argued that the proposed reorganization of social
psychology within the same section of the classification will necessitate
more reclassification than is warranted. The rejoinder is that this is quite
necessaryto maintain logical consistencyin the structure of the proposed
revision of the subclass, and to show the relationship of more specific

the subclassthat logically belong in it.

l97r).
List 163:2-5(July-Sept.
and.Changes,
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4. Sherif and Sherif, Social Psychology,p.S.
5. Wrightsman, Social Psychology in the Seaenties.
6. W. J. Livesley and D. B. Bromley, Person Perception in Chi.Iilhooil anll AcIoIescence (New York: Wiley, 1973), p.l.
7. J. Macaulay and L. Berkowitz, eds., Altruism and Helping Behauior: Soci.al Psychological Stud,ies of Some Antecedents and Consequences (New York: Academic Press,
1970) , p.l-2.
8. Franklin and Kohout, Social Psychology anil Eaeryilay Life,p.508,
9. Norman D. Sundberg, Leona E. Tyler, and Julian R. Taplin, Clinical Psychology:
Expanding Horizons (Century Psychology Series, 2d ed. [New York: AppletonCentury-Crofts, 19731).
10. Julian B. Rotter, Clinical Psychology (Foundations of Modern Psychology Series
[Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice.Hall, 1964]) .
ll. Raymond B. Cattell, "The Meaning of Clinical Psychology," in Irwin A. Berg and
L. A. Pennington, eds., An Introduction
to Clinical Psychology (3d ed.; New York:
Roland Press, 1966) , p.3-24; Rotter, Clinical Psychology.

BOOKS FOR COLLEGE LIBRARIES NOW AVAILABLE
IN MACHINE-READABLE
TAPE FORM
Books for College Libraries, second edition, published in June 1975, is available now in machine-readable tape form from the American Library Association. The data base, consisting of nearly 40,000 bibliographic entries in the Library of Congres MARC II Communication format, can be used to help select,
order, and catalog the recommended titles that comprise the core collection of
books for college and undergraduate libraries.
Approximately one-third of the entries on the rwo reels of tape have been
selected from the MARC II files distributed by the Library of Congress. The remaining entries either have been encoded in full MARC format by the editorial
staff or selected from the MARC II tapes and then edited by the staff.
The Association of College and Research Libraries, a division of the American Library Association, began to prepare the second edition of. Books for College Libraries in 1972. The project, supported by a grant from the Council on
Library Resources, was designed to produce a machine data base as well as a
printed volume. The printed list was published in six volumes (Humanities;
Language and Literature; History; Social Sciences; Psychology, Science, Technology, and Bibliography; and an Author-Title-Subject Index) by ALA for $65.
The two tapes containing the machine-readable data base are now available
for $650 a set. All inquiries and orders should be addressed to Publishing Services, American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611.
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CooperativeSteps foward a L ibrary

Networkin Ontario
GonnoN H. WnIcnr
D ir ect or, P lannin g, B u dget in g an d A d,ministratiu e Serai.ces
Uniuersity of Toronto Library
F ormerly D ire ctor, C ollege B ib lioc entr e
Toronto, Ontario

to facilitate comAn autonxatedlibrary netuorh should be d,esigned,
rnunication between producer and patron at an adrninistratiaecost
politically ui.able.Library dogmatismouer MARC, card catalogueutil'
ity, controlled thesaurus,and shared cataloguing has d,elayedrather
than facilitated autonxated networks to help patrons, Reuiewing
progressin Ontario ilemonstratesin microcosmthe nature of theseissues
and the need lor reappraisal.In particular, the relationship between
the union fiIes of the CoIIegeBiblio.
the Uniuersityof Toronto systenx,
centre,and the Ontari,oUni,aersitiedLibrary CooperatioeSystemindicatesthe need for a rnorefl,exibleapproachto data basemanagement.
TN ANY DISCUSSION on automated library networks, it is impossible
I to ignore the influence of the Library of Congress cataloguing program and the utility of MARC records. If MARC had been weaned
from its parent at birth, the progress of automation in libraries rnay
well have been difierent.
New inventions generally require new techniques and new concepts if
they are to be successfully developed. As it is, the introduction of the
computer into library system application reflects a rigid adherence to
traditional formats and procedures, especially those devised to govern
the maintenance of the card catalogue.
This can be seen in the continued importance agsigned to the main
entry, arbitrarily chosen, and the maintenance of a rigidly structured
alphabetical subject array-twin bastions of a manually developed and
maintained dictionary card catalogue around which a generation of li'
brarians have been trained. Fairthorne's commentary on the need for
librarians to establish skill and reliability in "marking and parking"t

received February
January 1976.
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has not been demonstrated by our application of the computer to library resource management.
Thus the search for cost economies in libraries has been directed at
shared cataloguing and processing, based on information appearing on

a bibliographic record to meet the primacy of his own organization,
whether or not it is necessaryfor him to do so.
In Ontario, there is a chance that the emerging network will have
more significance for the patron and perhaps come fairly close to the
prerequisites for cooperation among libraries stated by four of the divi
sions of the American Library Association in 1967:
l. that primary responsibility of each type of library to- its special
clientele must b; defined'before interlibrary cooperation can be

perimentation.2
Wiilst it is doubtful whether those involved in Ontario have fully
understood that their network will be made or broken by their Perception of "responsibilities," they have at least accepted the necessity for
carefully defining their needs and for reaching agreement _upon some
elementi of theirlndividual responsibility to the network. Unfortunately,
it is true at this moment of time that efiective controls over the interac'
tion are still minimal. The danger is that so long as the participants
perceive the arrangement as beneficial to themselves, then there will be
iommitment, but, if there is doubt, then comes withdrawal from the
unit.8 In other words, commitment is not wholeheartedly given; a negative rather than a positive approach is visible amongst some of the librarians involved in the exercise.
Over the Iast ten years there have been a number of attemPts, espe-'
cially amongst the long-established Ontario universities, to cTeate effective coop-erative endiavour, but all eventually succumbed to the
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normal breakdown attributable to the unwillingness to accept moral
and fiscal responsibility for their cooperative actions.
The College Bibliocentre (CB), on the other hand, serving the
twenty-two Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology, has so far succeeded in remaining a viable operation. That it has done so is probably more due to the fact that it began life when the colleges were
established in 1967. It was set up as the central purchasing, processing,
and cataloguing unit for the colleges,so it did not at that time face the
entrenched views of twenty-two cataloguing departments and twentytwo acquisition departments, for they did not exist.
Now CB deals clirectly with l0l difierent units in the twenty-two colleges, where responsibility may be held by varied professional and nonprofessional staff. The result of this growth is that all the problems that
normally exist at the beginning of cooperative endeavour are becoming more apparent, so that technical know-how is subordinate to political analysis for future survival.
Whilst some consortiums have specialized in processing and cataloguing books, CB had a more extensive brief. Cost studies indicate that the
highest unit cost in a library, particularly in educational institutions,
is the selection and purchase of the item, with cataloguing and processing a close second.a The enormous expansion in publication and the
failure of the library and publishing world to coordinate their activities to facilitate selection and accesshave led many to believe that it is
easier, faster, and cheaper to copy or even to produce an individualized
learning package. The advent of the commercial audiovisual package,
frequently containing reprints, books, slides, and tapes often already
issued as part of separate slide or tape collections, has only encouraged
this belief, so that education costs in this area can easily escalate. Because the costs are hidden within the institution, this escalation is often
ignored by educators, librarians, and administrators alike. The task of
CB was to create a central bibliographic data base of resources such
that systemsfor selection, purchase, and utilization of learning materials
to meet education objectives for students and academics could be economically facilitated. ft was hoped that the system would not only provide economic advantages, but also facilitate the sharing of resources
developed within the colleges.
However, the reality of such a system is far from the ideals of those
who conceived the project.
Libraries are not independent centres, only in relation to each other.
They serve the needs of the large organization of which they are part.
Even within such an organization, human frailty leads the librarian to
seek peer groups who will facilitate financial support for library development.s In universities and colleges this generally leads to a bias
toward faculty, who are the principal peer group. Students, 'who form
the major user group, may find that only a fraction of the budget is
spent on their needs. The larger the organization the library serves,
the more difficult it is for the librarians to support the requirements of
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the various users, so that political decisions are necessary to resolve the
economic conflicts arising from difierent objectives held by difierent subgroups; but, in most instances, political decisions cannot be made by
the librarian.
Whilst CB is dealing with similar institutions, their difierent interpretations of "library resource centre," "audiovisual centre," make political decision even more necessary.In addition, the faculty peer group
is also frustrated. Brought up to believe that any item produced in Timbuktu or the South Pole can be delivered at a moment's notice at the cost
on the book jacket, they are irritated by the apparent failure of the librarian to meet their needs fast and efficiently. This irritation becomes
more vehement when they learn that the actual cost of what they believe
is an inefficient system is probably $35.00 to put an item on a shelf. They,
too, are under political pressure. Administrators are concerned with
escalating costs; students, with inefficient, lengthy systems of learning
based on lecture and textbook.
In Ontario, this has led to some interesting developments within the
Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology. A group of faculty have made
substantial progress in the development of independent learning environments in which the students can progress at their own pace using
the best Iearning modes-Iecture, seminar, Iearning package, a mix of
techniques, etc.-suited to their individual needs.6To facilitate the system, the faculty must define behavioural objectives for each program of
studies, and either create or identify learning packages and test procedures to enable the student to reach each objective. This calls not
stem, preferably computerized, but
ion system.It is in this area that the
obtain any item from any part of

j;
,?,
ffii:1":':#3Tffi
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low distribution costs are now coming home to roost. Librarians, in
creating costly dependence on their services, fail to recognize that in
an independent learning environment the individual must be able to
learn with minimal assistance.Publishers, by placing too high a control over their assets, fail to recognize that the new reprographic techniques provide the author with other alternatives to license the product
for educational use. Both publishers and Iibrarians are in danger of
losing the credibility of their political peer groups.
The unique position of CB as a new organization charged with creating a cooperative centre for resource requirements of new institutions
gave it an opportunity to identify problem areas and actively encourage
some solutions. Whilst evolving a bibliographic data base for twenty-rwo
organizations (one of which is a university), it has been sometimes
helped and sometimes seriously delayed by seeking to cooperate with
others in the evolving Ontario bibliographic network. Much of this
delay could have been alleviated if it had been recognized that political
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decisions are necessary to establish the necessary long-range planning
for such an enterprise.
that, whatever the difficulties,
' At the outset, CB believed
l. the most cost-eftcient method for future development depended on
a dedicated computer centre serving the library community of
Ontario;
2. the planning of such a resource would be facilitated by encouraging librarieJ serving similar institutional needs to cooperate in
establishing a single data bank of their bibliogtaphic records, by
sharing their input through a central directory to records held in

of the material;
5. both the exchange between and retrieval from the data banks
would be simplified if the bibliographic record was enriched with
standard codei; in fact, codes should lorm the basis for the majority
of search routines;
6. the central bibliographic data bank of international MARC records, the central direitory to all records, and the individual gloup
data banks should be conceived as a series of modular units which
can be searched and mixed. to form new systems data as required'
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the item could be accompanied with a punched card or a computer tape
to be used on any college computer system for loan control systems.
Codes were established to identify media and status message,and the
International Standard Book Number (ISBN) used to establish an
authority address file for over 3,000 agents and other distributors.s The
total cost for all items ordered through the system, including seaching
and veifi,cation where necessary at CB for doubtful orders and searching on the second-hand market when required, was estimated at $3.73
per order in the 1974-75 budgeting year.
Parallel to this system, work commenced on the creation of a machinereadable record of aII items processed by CB on behalf of the colleges.
At first, the College Bibliocentre considered an approach to the Ohio
College Library Center (OCLC), but an examination of this system
srengthened the view that it was neither flexible nor hospitable to the
file structure and system development which were necessary for Ontario
Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology-a view that was independently
confirmed for universities when the Ontario universities compared the
OCLC facility with that of the University of Toronto in 1973. CB concluded that there must be one machine-readable format for all media,
and, in consultation with faculty, decisions were reached on the development and application of a variety of searchcodes.In addition to those
provided (and unfortunately either not used or occasionally applied
incorrectly) for chronological and geographic coded data in LC MARC,
the following were created, often to considerable depth:
-a media code to identify not only the media but factors influencing
equipment-size, sound, colour, etc.
-an intellectual level code-probably the most significant of all codes
in search routines
-literacy, numeracy, and reasoning codes
-course, program, and behavioural objective codes
-expansion of the MARC codes for form of content.
The creation of authority files based on the PRECIS (PREserved Context Index System) of the British Nati,o;nal Bibliography (BNB) with
bilingual equivalents, though envisaged, was not developed until the
Canadian Marc Task Group identified and recommended its application.e Subsequently, in I973, an on-line system with provision for bilingual accesswas developed and has been applied to audiovisual media.
The utilization of the technique for name and subject authority files
is progressing. The need for a more simplified approach to slides and
illustrations led to the adoption in July 1972 of. the Simons and Tansey
slide classification systemdeveloped in California.lo
From the beginning, the decision to create analytic entries and bilin'
gual access was considered essential. If the ultimate requirement of
faculty (and students) was to segments of the learning package to match
a specific learning objective, then the system must provide accessto each
segment. Intellectual level codeg analytic entry manipulation, media
codes, one machine format for all media, and machine-based authority
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files using PRECIS are essential for the purpose. The failure to recognize and adopt these requirements nationally has seriously affected
the development of library automation to meet real needs.
Whilst the College Bibliocentre began the painful task of coding and
editing all its bibliographic records for machine manipulation, two needs
were identified:
-current awarenessof the availabilitv of Canadian material to aid
selection and simplify ordering protedures
-the utilization of data on all available MARC tapes and accessto
any machine-readable bibliographic data available in any system.
The College Bibliocentre had subscribed to LC MARC tapes and was
already searching for records to establish which original bibliographic
records it was necessaryto input into machine-readable format. However, it was loathe to proceed in this direction without a further attempt to encourage provincial participation.
During the spring of 1971, it became apparent that the University of
Toronto was willing to consider a more fruitful form of cooperation. In
June 1971, discussions between the Department of Education, the University of Toronto, and CB were officially inaugurated. The College
Bibliocentre laid stresson its need for a plan to maintain and manipulate its data trase, but within a network to facilitate exchange of records
with other organizations. The College Bibliocentre accepted that it might
be necessary to modify the structure of its records, although the key
features for codes, PRECIS, analytic entries, bilingual needs, and modular system design were sacrosanct.Negotiations were protracted, promises rarely performed, but perseverance and belief in the project kept
the parties together.
Then, on 10 December 1971, the University of Toronto Library
(UTL) External Servicewas offered to the Ontario library community.ll
Its basic concept was to provide full support for automated cataloguing,
including the maintenance of individual data banks. There was to be
common file access to, and maintenance of, a centralized data bank
comprising all national MARC files, with browse facility for imprecise
author/title searching, and a print facility for the production of unit
or multicard sets and sheets.
At last a major breakthrough-a dedicated facility for the provinceavailable to all. But was it? Our own discussionsindicated that an overall plan to govern the utility and ensure that the network was capable
of meeting production deadlines for its users had still to be defined.
Now it is easy to see in retrospect that the open-door principle of cooperation between diverse institutions funded from separate public
pockets would have painful results for all involved. Such diversity needed
major political leadership.
Variations in user priorities immediately followed. As soon as deadlines could not be kept, political pressure from peer groups began to
emerge. When deadlines are based on government research grants, such
political pressure can become difficult for all involved, and cooperative
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goodwill is tenuously stretched. There was no identifiable management
advisory body, and without it the resource was open to abuse.
The immediate impact of the announcement on the College Bibliocentre, after initial enthusiasm, was cautious optimism. However, by
April 1972, the University of Toronto and CB had reached agreement
on the creation of a current-awarenessservice, a cataloguing service with
on-line facility, the restructuring and maintenance of the CB data base,
and on-going consultancy in the development of the CB network for its
college membership.
Meanwhile, a second partner to the network was a possibility. The
Council of Ontario Universities had laid down guidelines to establish
an Ontario Universities' Library System in 1968, but it was not until
1972 and the announcement of the UTL External Service that the universities were able to begin discussion of a total automated cooperative
systemin earnest.l2
Unlike CB, which had been established as a central resource for
cooperative planning amongst the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology resource centres, the Ontario universities had to create an omce
to plan coordination of existing libraries. Whilst CB had a central cataloguing service, the universities needed to evolve a technique for sharing
their cataloguing. This required agreement on the willingness of members
l. to share each other's input,
2. to accept a bibliographic standard for record entry,
3. to accept a standard format for machine manipulation and file
structure, and
4. to evolve long-range planning for university library systems coordination.
During 1972, CB and the University of Toronto were still painfully
seeking coordination within a shared network. A current-awarenesssystem, based on LC and BNB tapes, was put into operation, procedures
for producing and printing a regularly updated film catalogue were
established, and work commenced on the restructuring of the CB files
to a common format.
It was with the last, and particularly with catalogue support facility,
that serious delays and difficulties began to emerge. The universities' informal discussions later in 1972 led to a necessity for the University of
Toronto Library computer resource to achieve clarity in an agreed-upon
communal record format. Whilst the debate amongst the universities on
the problems of access to each other's records and their long-range
planning for systemsto meet their institutional needs was a matter for
them to deliberate, record format and bibliographic standards were important to all users of the computer.
CB was invited to participate in the university deliberations and,
during the early months of. 1973, significant agreement was reached on
these issues. However, the restructuring of the CB files was further
delayed, probably as a result of these deliberations. In March 1973,
Volume 20, Number 4, FaIl 1976
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UTL agreed on a definite plan with time scale for establishing the
College Bibliocentre system:
Phase I: file conuersion and preliminary products
Incorporation of the production of the film catalogue, the machine
conversion of the CB data base to UTL internal computer format,
and the preparation of machine-readable circulation base records
and equivalent printed listings to be completed 15 May 1973.
Phase II: catalogue maintenance and periodic listing
Incorporating the preparation of special lists and installation of
data entry and editing systemsto begin on I April 1973.
Phase III: systernsintegration
Planning and implementation of a fully coordinated cataloguing
suPPort system.
High hopes, but, in fact, conversion was not completed until 25
September 19741The inability of the University of Toronto to meet its
original deadlines in late l97l added to the problems which CB had with
inputting original records into machine-readable format. The difficulties
of editing and manipulating a complex file growing rapidly in an unstructured mode and needed for production line operation were serious.
The longer the delays, the more difficult the conversion. The University
of Toronto and CB's cooperative endeavour needed quantities of oil
to smooth troubled watersl
Meanwhile, the universities, resolved to proceed with their cooperative
endeavour, sought approval in June 1973 from the Council of Ontario
Universities for a Monograph Demonstration Project involving six
participating university libraries (including the University of Toronto),
later extended to include two from Quebec. Grant aided, the project
created a planned data base for the universities parallel with CB. A
formal organization was created and the Ontario Universities' Library
Cooperative System (OULCS) was born.
Whilst the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology and the universities were endeavouring to coordinate their individual activities
around the UTL computer resource, the UTL open door was bringing
in additional bedmates. Three public libraries-the Metropolitan Toronto Library, the North York Public Library, and the Mississauga
making individual
Public Library, on the outskirts of Toronto-were
approaches to UTL. So also within the next six months were the
libraries of the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and the Federal Ministry
of External Afiairs. In each instance, whilst motives and requirements
difiered, the prime intent of each library was to service its own needs and
priorities. Neither the public libraries nor the federal libraries were
activated toward cooperative endeavour with each other-they were
interested only in the potential of the central automation facility to assist
their individual needs.
As the university group was government funded and believed that its
project would eventually lead to fuller utilization by all other libraries,
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exists between these organizations without formal regulations.
The separate files of each user are in the same format. Ffowever,
they need not be structured in the same way. The major difierence is
between the union file of the individual Colleges of Applied Arts and
Technology developed by CB and the union file now in process of
development for the universities by OULCS. In the CB file there are
no deviations from the standard, although analytic records form
separateentities. Each record contains the holdings data for each college/
campus. OULCS has formed a union file of records which each user
agrees to input to a bibliographic standard established by the group.
Deviations and local holdings data, for an extra cost, may be input
by a member, using special local tags. Whilst such deviations and enrichment may be read by another member, they cannot be copied or
transferred to any other user. It should be noted that CB inputs records
to the same bibliographic standard maintained by OULCS for its union
file.
The question that eventually needs to be answered is whether the
structure of the OULCS files would be cost-effectiveif it incorporated
all users. Obviously, shared cataloguing is possible without it, as the
central directory indicates than an original record appears in OULCS,
CB, or any other user file. Indeed, CB and the public libraries are already
sharing cataloguing input.
At present, insuffi,cient information is available to assess this potential. However, the very fact that each user of the UTL system is
seeking a cost-efiective solution to its own priorities is in itself advantageous to all involved. Cost studies on volume input, searchroutines,
and utilization can be examined and compared. CB, with the largest
union file and a priority to create and maintain printed catalogues,
finds it more economic to keep a very low active file-that is, records
available on immediate on-line access-preferring to call records from
the passive file when required, even with the time delay involved. CB
is also studying the efiective manipulation of its base to produce updated individual college catalogues. These studies, together with the
analysis of OULCS manipulation problems, may modify procedures.
Nevertheless,modification and development of each systemis continuous.
CB now has a print-out facility on a 2741 terminal for book cards and
spine labels. These programs could be used by any other user group.
ffowever, usage will be governed by the requirements of such user
groups, and it is the possible differences in their requirements that
need definition.
Thus, whilst the universities and colleges were establishing their union files, the public libraries began to realize that perhaps there were advantages in their own amalgam for a union file. Informal discussions
began between those using the resource and those considering the possibility of joining the UTL system. Documentation was prepared and a
study produced by the Technical ServicesCommittee of the Directors of
Ontario Regional Library Services. A proposal was finally {ormulated
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and presented to the Ontario Provincial Library Council during 1974.
But no satisfactory agreement was reached, and, as often happens, a
consultant is now ofiering suggestions. Certainly, the coordination of
the requirements for public libraries is as significant as that of the
universities and colleges.But politically, in the present financial climate,
coordination is unlikely.
One special advantage in incorporating the public libraries into the
network may not be clearly understood. At present, the universities have
vast quantities of material uncatalogued and inaccessible to provincial
users. A shared network should mean shared human resources. The
universities should concentrate on unique items in their collections,
leaving the more recent and frequently used items to other libraries to
input. The belief that the universities need a fuller bibliographic record
than any other library is an anachronism. Indeed, the reverse may be
a more correct interpretation of user needs.
It was because of the need to develop an effective current-awareness
service to facilitate selection and purchase that an informal grouP began
meetings at CB in 1973. This group finally emerged as representatives
of the Curriculum Development Branch, Ontario Ministry of Education;
the North York Board of Education; the Canadian Book Publishers'
Council; the School Libraries' Association; the Mississauga Public Li'
brary; the Independent Publishers' Association; the Canadian Library
Association; the English Department, York University; Canadian Periodical Index; Quill & Quire; and CB.rB
Their deliberations led to the intent to develop a central machine
resource to Canadian materials such that a teacher or librarian could
retrieve information on those items suited to specific educational needs,
including their order availability, when required, to meet those needs.
Their discussions, based on the experiences of those involved in the
creation and utilization of the major bibliographic tools for Canadian
learning materials, indicated the gap that exists between bibliography
and user needs.
The usersisolated their needs as follows:
Releuance to subject
What is the purpose for which the item was produced?
What does the reader, viewer, or listener need to know to make
efiective use of the product? (or what are the prerequisites?)
What is the relevance in context to Canadian culture?
How up to date is the information (not when was the film released or
a book published) ?
What is the probable interest stimulation of the presentation?
Releaance to aaailability
Is this available now? If not, when?
Is it available in mv localitv and readily accessible,or is it available
in my region?
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Does the use of the item call for special equipment which is available
to me?
Releaance to user
-because of special user abilities or disabilities-literacy, numeracy,
physical, or mental deficiencies?
-for special learning nodes-visual, audio, textual combinations?
-for special learner levels signified by grades, qualifications, or by
objectives?
The need to identify items in rhe store satisfying these requiremenrs
stressed the need for efiective coding especially ro meet the requirements
of the criteria for relevance to the users. It was noted that though the
Canadian Marc Task Force had recommended the use of an intellectual
level code more closely defined than merely J for juvenile, rhe National
Library of Canada, the Library of Congress, and the British National
Bibliography had rejected the concept.
It also emerged that indexes, rather rhan full entries as in classic
bibliographic format, to author, title, subject, and application were more
valid to the user. Rigidly controlled thesauri were rejected for more
simplified authority files combined with natural-language descriptors to
identify the subject content (not the classification) as in PRECIS so
that the user's search would be simpler and produce results more relevant
to needs. Multilanguage accessfor a variety of ethnic groups was recognized, and it was agreed that indexing techniques linked to computermanaged systemswould facilitate this requirement.
Once the ultimate requirements of the users were understood, an
interactive system could be proposed. In its exposition, the question of
shared responsibility for the communication network between the participants began to emerge. The producer, vendor, and distributor-commercial or public (both the library and the teacher are distributors) are parties in the communication of a concept generated by an author
to a person who needs the stimulant. Whilst the need for flexibility in
such communication was appreciated, it was also agreed that the present
separation of function between all the parties involved in the communication was not in the best interests of the users.
Thus, the system that finally emerged called for shared responsbility.
The producer should input the data on his product based on the
International Standard Bibliographic Description, and incorporate factual data on contents as well as a code to identify the intended market.
The distributor's responsibility was ro identify the utility of the producr
to the eventual user and facilitate its retrieval to meet subject and
browsing parameters as well as defined education objectives.
This proposal implies the incorporation into the network of publishers, faculty, and school users. Whilst the proposal was subsequently
endorsed by many user groups, including publishers and distriburors, the
scheme is still in abeyance.If it emergesintacr from the political impli
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cations that are seen by all those involved, then it could have significant

identify the material and its availability to meet specific objectives. All
participants could either have direct on-line accessor consult printed or
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NCLIS TASK FORCE ESTABLISHED
The National

commission on Librades and Information

science has estab-

nology staff will serve as the team's project director.
The draft recommendarions to be developed will be reviewed by a number
of organizarions. open hearings are being planned for the ALA lgTi Midwinter
Meeting as well as rhe nadonal conventions of AECT and ASIS. Based on the
reaction at these meetings, the draft is scheduled to be revised in late spring
of 1977. rt is hoped rhar the project will contribute to the bibliographic conrrol
of nonbook media by recommending minimum basic specificatioris fbr a nationwide data base for nonprint materials.
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Non-SuDocs
Classification:
A New Procedure
LrNoe Snnn-RrceN
Head, Documents, Microforms and Maps Dept.
CHenr-rs R. McClunr
Formerly Hi'story-GouernrnentLibrarian

NeNcv

"t"t*#1
Section
Formerly Head, Documents
[Jniaersit't of Texas at EI Paso
A reuiew of the literature relating to classification schemes for docu'
rnents other than that of the Superintendent of Documents is followed
by a presentation of the details of the classification scheme created for
the iniuersity of Texas at EI Paso Library, a medium-sized'academi'c
Iibrary.

-f HE GROWING VOLUME of non-SuDoc documentsl has Presented
I do..,-"ttts librarians with continuous problems in devising classification systemsto provide bibliographic control of these items. Librarians
who limit their documents collection to those of the federal level of the
United States do not have to contend with the organizational problems
inherent in collecting documents of other governmentl and other levels
of government, whicfr have produced, particularly in recent years, an increasing amount of important and relevant information'
Suraey of Classification Schemes
The numerous possibilities for organization and classification of
non-SuDoc documents have been considered at length in the literature.
Caldwell's survey of thirty-one members of the Association of Research
Libraries in 1958 found that most document librarians favored seParate
collections for the various levels of gov€rnment publications.z The most
common single pattern of arrangement for non-federal documents was
an alphabetiial irrangement by irea, agency, and title, found in eight
of the thirty-one libiaries responding. of these eight, five libraries
Manuscript

received May 1975; accepted for publication
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found the area-agency-title arrangement to be satisfactory; three did
not. The only specific documents classification scheme mentioned by
Caldwell was that of Swank, found in use in two libraries for state
documents and about to be introduced in two others.s
Casey and Phillips have compiled information on the form of organization applied to state documenrs in thirty-six of the srate libraries of the
country.4
Rosenkoetter's survey of one hundred twenty-five state agency, academic, public, and historical society libraries in fifty states considers all
aspects of the treatment of state publications in libraries, including
classification.sclassification schemesexamined included Dewey Decimal,
Library of Congress, Swank, the California scheme,othe Houk sysrem
for Ohio publications,? and some Iocal schemes.Most of the local classi-

tion schemesall follow the same rules as SuDocs for shelving."tl Only
a few are subject trased. Rosenkoetter found that most libraries which
consistently apply one schemewere satisfiedwith the schemebeing used.
Dale presents a more detailed treatment of the structural variations
in documents classification systems,both historically and in terms of current practice, and explains the archival principle of provenance, as used
in the Superintendent of Documents sysaem,the League of Nations and
the United Nations systems.lsOther document classification systemsmentioned by Dale include that of Swank, for state, county, and municipal
do,cuments; the system devised by Jackson for all public documentsfederal, state, county, municipal, interstate, foreign, ind international;ra
a classification for law publications devised by Keller for the New York
County Lawyers' Association;1?two systemsdeveloped in other countries,
one for the Public Administration Librarv of the Universitv'in of the
Philippinests and one for the Central Secretariat Library
New
Delhi;te and two different systems proposed for UN documenrs issued
without series symbols.zoThe common element in all systems reported
by Dale is the rejection of the subject approach in favor of the archival
organizational principle of provenance. Rather than an area-agency-title
arrangement, most classification systemsdescribed by Dale used the following order of categorization:
l. Agency and subagencyoriginator
2. Form or seriesdivision
3. Title designator
The second element, the form or series division, in these classification
schemesinvolves the use of symbols to designate the possible forms of
publication, such as:
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.l Annual reports
.2 General publications
.3 Bulletins
.4 Circulars
The above set of symbol designations is typical of the SuDocs system,
which has many imitations, modifications, and elaborations.
Some individual systems can be applied to a broad range of government levels-international, national, local, and state-such as the one developed by Jackson and the "Plain J" system designed by Pease.zrBoth
of these sysiems classify publications initially by governing body (i.e-'
country) and then more narrowly by issuing agency and subagency. Both
systemscomplete the notation by adding a Cuttel number to lepresent
tire title. The "Plain J" system varies this pattern by using an official
preassignednumber whenever one exists for a publication.
SpecializedSystems
Other classification systems have been designed for more narrowly
deflned collections. The "California Manual" provides a description of
the "California System," which arranges California documents alphabetically by issuing agency, then by form and/or title and includes an
alphabetical list of tlie agency authority file used for California publi.uiionr. This manual has influenced the development of many other
classification schemes, such as the system described by Brees for Texas
documents which employs a Cutter number designed to lePresent Texas
agencies, followed by a form subdivider, and a Cutter for distinctive
w-ord in title.zz The California system manual also describes six other
document classification systems and provides a sample call number for
each system so that one may compare the applied classification systemstwo of which do not follow either the area-agency-title or the agencyform-title format.
one of these divergent schemesis a subject classification system developed by Glidden and Marchus for public administration materials.2s
The subject designation is followed by an indicator for level of gove-rn-etrt utti area and an accessionnumber rePresenting the title. The other
system, designed by Miller for local municipal documents, is character'
iied by a frinctional arrangement of materitls.zl MiUer's notation indicates function, administrative unit, and form, in that order. Thus, for
example, all publications dealing with the educational function of governmint *o.rtd be classed together, only secondarily classed by the
name of the issuing agency or office.
Evans and Vambeiy have developed a classification exclusively for
international government publications.eo It classespublications first by
an arbitrarily issigned uget.y number, and second by standard organizational subdivisions according to government function-legislative, executive, judicial, etc.-which ian bi applied equally to all bodies' The
classificaiion is further subdivided according to form of publication:
Basic documents (charters, statutes,etc.)
.I
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Oftcial records (proceedings of meetings with or without an-

The El Paso Collection

numbers and are indexed in standard reference works, the Texas
documents lack such designations and originally were controlled only
through an informal agreement among the stafi as to shelf ord.er; specific book numbers were not assigned.
similar arrangements were employed for the additional coflections
that came under the responsibility of the Documents section. In addition to being a depository for GPo and rexas documents, the section
soon became responsible for publications of the United Nations and its
satellite organizations: Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), International LaLour office

ments Section were national publications of Mexico, Canada, and Great

General Considerations of Bibliographic Control
The primary objective was determined to be the creation of a system
which would provide a unique shelf-location nurriber for each publica-
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tion received. It was decided that no immediate attempt should be made
to create a subject catalog; rather, subject access would depend on
guides, bibliographies, indexes, and catalogs issued by the governmental
agencies (such as the Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government Publi,cations, Monthly Chechlist ol State Publications, United Nations Documents Index) to be supplemented in the future by a computer-produced
shelflist. Although reliance on guides, bibliographies and other tools
for subject accessconjures up the vision of patrons having to consult
dozens of catalogs to find desired materials, Caldwell found that most
documents collections did depend heavily on printed catalogs and the
consensuswas that it was a satisfactory approach.26Thus, such an approach was taken as the first step for subject organization of the nonSuDoc publications at UTEP.
In recent years, reliance on printed catalogs has suffered from the decision of the United Nations Documents Ind.ex to restrict its coverege to
UN publications, eliminating coverage of the specialized agencies.2?
However, in the meantime, documents librarians have become adept at
using the sales catalogs of the various agenciesand the list of documents
issued by GATT, ILO, UNESCO, and WMO. Furthermore, accessto
much of the most useful material continues to be afiorded by The
Bibliography of Agriculture,Index Medicus, and PAIS. In addition, the
quarterly publication /B1D (International Bibliography, Information,
Documentation) now provides up-to-date subject accessto the serial and
periodical publications of these organizations.2s
By placing special emphasis on the collection of bibliographies, sales
catalogs, and other reference materials, and by shelving such items separately from other forms of government publications in a collection
which includes nongovernment imprints, the librarian can use these finding aids as a satisfactory substitute for subject accessthrough the card
catalog. When used together, a variety of printed finding aids can provide superior coverage of a given subject area because each offers a different channel of access.Generally, our users appreciate the choice of
a number of indexes, which can be used separately or in conjunction
with one another, depending upon the depth of the research task.
Construction of the Classification
In creating the UTEP classification, the literature discussed earlier
was consulted for assistancein an att€mpt to create a system which
would fit the circumstancesand needs of the collection and also be relatively simple to apply. One of the primary goals was the creation of a
system in which a consistent method of subdivision was used under each
political unit or agency. Early discussion led to the decision that the first
characteristic of classification to be applied should be the level of government. The following four levels were determined to be needed: (l)
international (symbol "1") , (2) national (symbol "N'), (3) state (symbol "S"), and (4) municipal (symbol "M").
These level of government indicators are similar in form to the notaV o l u m e2 0 , N u m b e r 4 , F a I l 1 9 7 6
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tion used by Jackson at Oklahoma State University. The initial element
in the Jackson system of documents arrangement also is a letter to show
governmental level or jurisdiction, as follows:
A-J
M
N
P
T

United States
Statesof the United States
Interstate Agencies
Foreign Governments
International Agencies

The UTEP system difiers in that it uses a mnemonic set of symbols: and
that it does not create its own systemfor U.S. documents'
To further stressthe logical basis of the system for easy understanding and interpretation by the users, and to provide a classification
s.[e*e that wbuld be somewhat self-explanatory, initialisms, abbreviations, and acronyms already familiar to users are inserted in the first line
of the call number to further delineate the origin of the documents.
Thus, after the initial for the level of 'government, an acronym, abbreviation, or initial is employed that describes the issuing agency, country,
state, or city of the doiument: at the international level, such symbols
as OAS, UN, FAO, and WHO (an abbreviation system identical with the
first element in the notational scheme used in the United Nations Li'
brary);2e at the national level the abbreviations used in Webstet's Geographical Dictionary, e.g., Gr Br, Mex, Can, Fr;30 on the state level
ihe- two-letter abbreviations used by the United States Postal Service;
and on the municipal level designations used in the Webstefs Geograph-

easierlibrary processing.
The indicitor of document form comprises the third and final symbol on the first line of the UTEP call number. Using general library organization as a pattern, four basic types of publications were identified
and arbitrarily numbered l-4, as follows:
I Serial and Periodical Publications, including reports
2 Monographs
3 Official Records
4 Reference Publications, whether published by the government organization, other governments, or commercial publishers
This form division is isimple one when compared ro that of Evans and
Vambery. It is similar to tfiat used at the Rockford, Illinois, Public Li-
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brary, which also makes a basic distinction between periodicals and
monographs.ss

Texas serials, etc. This decision was made in order to save stafi time in

next choice is arrangement by provenance, used in casesin which the
relationship of the governmental agenciesis clear, as in the caseof documents from Texas and other states. A third alternative is the use of

the items listed under each subject heading. This method is best used
with slowly growing collections such as the publications of GATT. No
caseshave yet arisen in which none of these three methods for arranging monographs is applicable.
The third form category is official records (symbol: 3), limited strictly to those publications that declare themselves to be "Official Records."
Preassignednumbering is used to classify these publications if available;
otherwise, a serial arrangement (by title) is used.
The fourth type of document identified is the class of reference
publications (symbol: 4). Because library users are familiar with a separately designated collection which provides accessto other library materials, we apply the term "reference" to catalogs, indexes, and other
tools published by governmenral agencies or independent presseswhich
can be used as guides to the document collections. Also included are general reference publications by either the governmental agency or a trade
Volume 20, Number 4, FalI 1976
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press providing bibliographic information about the agency' A piece of
red tape attached to the spine of these books signals that they are to be
shelved in the reference/reading area, rather than next to the other publications of the government unit in which they had been classed.As a
unit, they provide quick information for patrons and easy bibliographic
citation searching for librarians. At any time they may be shelved with
the other publications of the government unit to which they offer access.
Limitations of space permit only a few illustrations of the more
than forty pages of classification procedures that have been developed.
The following examples are presented to provide a general understanding of the procedures of the UTEP system showing the derivation of
some typical classification numbers.
Title:
Notation:

Title:
Notation:

Title:
Notation:

Title:
Notation:

Title:
Notation:

Title:
.368'

Impact (a serial published by the Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation of Texas)
"S" for state level
S-TX l:
"TX" for Texas
.Im 7
"1" for serial publication
"Lm7" for "Impact"
(Note that the agencyis not represented)
Internati.onal Trad.e
"I" for international level
I-GATT l:
"GATT"
for General Agreement on Tarifis
.In8t
and Trade
"1" for serial publication
"In8t" to represent title
Housi,ngRequirementsand Demand
"I" for international level
I-UN 2:
"UN" for United Nations
IIE
"2" for monograph
7313
"IIE" UN sales number rePresenting "Euro
Pean economy"
date and accession number
"7212"-imprint
(assigned by UN Publications Office)
Community Attitudes Towards Airports
"S" for state level
S-TX 2:
"TX" for Texas
.Ae 8
"2" for monograph
"Ae 8" for Aeronautics Commission
Ofi.ci,al Records of the World Health Organization
"I" for international level
I-WHO 3:
"WHO" for World Health Organization
.of I
"3" for "official records"
"Of l" to r€present title
Council of the Organization of American States; Decisions
Tahen at thq Meetings
Librar"sResourcesdvTechnical Serices

Notation:

Title:

Notation:

Title:
Notation:

"I" for international level
"OAS" for Organization of American States
"3" fot official records
" G I IIl" -official records series number
Directories of Goaernment Agencies, by Sally Wynkoop
and David W. Parish. (Rochester, N.Y.: Libraries UnIimited, 1969)
"N" for national level
N-US 4:
"US" for United States
.D62
"4" for "reference collection"
"D62" to represent the title
Publications, Bureau of Economic Geolog
"S" for state Ievel
S-TX 4:
"TX" for Texas
.P 96
"4" for "reference collection"
".P 96" to represent title
I-OAS 3:
G/III

Conclusion
In summary, the elements of the UTEP classification system are the
following:
l. first line
a. Ievel of government symbol
b. political unit
c. bibliographic form
2. second line-notation varies:
a. for a serial, a Cutter number reflecting title
b. for a monograph, the numbering used by the issuing agency; or
a Cutter number reflecting subagency, department or bureau;
or symbols for headings used in publications catalogs
c. for an official record, usually preassigned number; if not available. Cutter number for title
d. for reference items, a Cutter number reflecting title
3. third line-identification of individual piece by issue number
or some form of imprint date and accessionnumber
The development of the notation has been governed by three basic concepts. First, leuels of goaernrnent are categorized into four primary
headings: international, national, state, and municipal. Within each of
these categories, a specific notation is provided for each organization or
political unit: OAS, TX, Mex, etc. This concept preserves the integrity
of the publications issued by the various governmental agencies,yet also
preservesthe second concept of inter-relatedness,meaning that the basic
format of the classification scheme remains the same whether concerned
with documents from the Organization of American States, the United
Nations, Texas, or the Food and Agriculture Organization. And finally,
the concept of d.ocument form categorization was used to designate each
document as either (l) serial, (2) monograph, (3) official document, or
(4) reference. This last practice provided for easier bibliographic conVolume 2},Number 4,Fall 1976
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trol, streamlined technical procedures, and also contributed to the concept of maintaining familiarity or inter-relatedness throughout the various parts of the document collection and throughout the library.
Tlre priority given to document form categorizatioro within the
UTEP system of notation is probably the most distinctive aspect of this
classification scheme. In the majority of other systems,the form-division
symbol is one of the last elements of the completed call number; it usually follows, not precedes, the specific agency or bureau identification
symbol. Thus the normal pattern provides for the documents or publi
cations of each issuing government or agency to be alphabetically arranged by agency and subagency on the shelf, and subsequently by
form. The UTEP system deviates from this pattern by distinguishing
between serials, monographs, official documents, and reference texts of
each governmental unit first (much as is done within the organization
of many general libraries) , then classing further to the extent which
seems appropriate for each case. This practice divides the publications
of each governmental unit into four subgroups. It was done to save
time and money, to promote uniformity between the document collection and the library, and to allow for quicker retrieval. The approach
represents in part a departure from the traditional archival principle of
arrangement of government documents by provenance in that specific
issuing agencies are frequently not reflected in the classification.
In the final analysis, classification schemesdifier only in the degtee to
which they are arbitrary. As Shera has pointed out, librarians will continue to be frustrated in their classification attempts as long as they believe that a universal "order of knowledge" exists.saAt the same time,
librarians strive to maintain bibliographic control over a great variety of
materials, non-SuDoc documents being but one. A number of classification schemes proposed for non-SuDoc documents have been discussed
here. Each has its merits and its faults; each should be judged only on
the basis of the purposes for which it was intended, and on what the
scheme can provide in terms of benefits for a particular library. In the
case of the University of Texas at El Paso Library, none was found to
be adequate to the demands and needs of the Documents Section. Thus,
another scheme was created, based in part on the schemesthat came before it. 3or the future, we may hope that librarians, with the support of
the Government Documents Round Table, can create a unified scheme
that will combine the best aspects of the various schemes into on€ acceptable procedure for handling non-SuDoc documents.
l. "Non-SuDocdocuments"r, r..U n.* to:lEfj. t documentsnot receivedfrom the
Superintendent of Documents. The term includes documents from all levels of
government, including federal.
2. George Caldwell, "University Libraries and Government Publications: A Sutvey,"
College b Research Libraries 22:3V34 (Jan. l96f) .
3. Raynard Swank, "A Classification for State, County, and Municipal Documents,"
Special Libraries 35:116-20 (April 1944) .
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4. Genevieve M. Casey and Edith Phillips, Management and IJse ol State Documents
in Ind.iana (Report No. 19 [Indiana Library Studies, 1970]) . (ED 046 473) .
5, Paula Rosenkoetter, "Treatment of State Documents in Libraries," Gouernment
Publications Reaieu l:177-33 (Winter 1973) .
6. California State Library, Calilornia State Publications: Manual for Acqui.sitionsProcessing-Use (2d. ed; Sacramento: California State Library, 196l) , p.F-l-F-I8.
7. Judith Ann Houk, Classification System lor Ohio State Documents (Columbus:
Ohio State Library, 1962).
8. EIIen R. Tilger, "Louisiana Documents: They're Free-And
Easy," Louisiana Library Association Bulletin 20:123-26 (Summer 1957) .
9. Nancy Gronbeck, "Organizing a State Documents Collection," Southeastern Librarian 2l:169-71 (Fall l97l).
10. Hope Packard, "State Documents Notation System," Library Journal 62:581 (Aug.
1 9 3 7 ).
ll. Genene P. Anderson, "Classification Scheme for State Documents," Iltinois Libraries
54:426-29 (fune 1972).
12. Walter L. Newsome and Nancy P. Sanders, "Florida Public Document Classifrcation
in the Florida Atlantic University Library,"
Florida Libraries 2l:.27-29 (March
1970) .
13. Estella Hansine Helgeson, "A Classification System for South Dakota State Publications," Sozth Dakota Library Bulletin 62:185-90 (April/June l97l) .
14. Rosenkoetter, "Treatment of State Documents," p.127.
15. Doris Cruger Dale, "The Development of Classification Systems for Government
Publications," Library Resources b Technical Sentices 13 471-83 (FalI 1969).
16. Ellen Jackson, A Notation for a Public Documents Classification (Stillwater, Okla.:
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1946) .
17. Lena Keller, "Classification for Government Documents," Lau Library Journal
34:241-52 (Sept. l94I) .
18. Andrea C. Ponce, "Philippine Government Documents Classification," Associalion
of Special Libraries ol Philippines Bulletin, 4:18-26 (Sept./Dec. 1958).
19. O. S. Sachdeva, "Treatment of Indian Government Publications in the Central
Secretariat Library," Ind.ian Librarian l4:124-IA (Dec. 1959).
20. George K. Thompson, "United Nations Documents: A Manual for Their Use in
the Library"
(Master's thesis, Library School, lVestern Reserve Univ., l95l) , p.8,
26, 28; William Harold Johnson, "A Notation Scheme for United Nations Documents Issued Without Series Symbols" (Master's thesis, School of Library Science,
Univ. of North Carolina, 1960) p.8-9.
21. Mina Pease,"'The Plain 'J': A Documents Classification System," Library Resources
dt Technical Sentices 16:315-25 (Summer 1972) .
22. Mina A. Brees, "The Texas Documents Collection of the I-egislative Reference
Library," Texas Library Journal 49:259-Sl,276-78 (Dec. 1973) .
23. Sophia Glidden and Dorothy Marchus, A Library
Classification for Public Ad.ministration Materials. (Chicago: Public Administration
Service and American
Library Association, 1952) 512p.
Documents," Library
24. J. Gormly Miller, "The Classification of Local Municipal
Journal 64:938-41 (l Dec. 1939).
25. Luther Evans and Joseph Vambery, "Documents and Publications of Contemporary International Governmental Organizations," Law Library Journal 64:33862 (Aug. l97l; .
26. Caldwell, "University Libraries and Government Publications," p.33.
Intergovern27. James B. Childs, "Current Bibliographical
Control of International
mental Documents," Library Resources dt Technical Serrices l0:319 (Summer 1966) .
28. For additional sources of subject bibliographic control, the reader is referred to
Organizations,
"Bibliographic
Control," chapter lY of Documents ol International
Th. D. Dimitrov, ed. and comp. (Chicago: American Library Assn., 1973) ; and
two articles by James B. Childs, "Current fntergovernmental
Documents," Library
Resources dt Technical Seruices 10:319-30 (Summer 1966) , and "Bibliographic
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Control of Federal, State and Local Documents," Library Trentls 15:6-26 (JuIy
1966) .
29. Dale, "The Development of Classification Systems," p.481.
30. Webster's Geographical Dictionary (Springfield, Mass.: G. & C. Merriam Co., 1962) .
31. Evans and Vambery, "Documents and Publications," p.357-59.
32. Pease,"The Plain'J'," p.322.
33, Anderson, "Classification Scheme for State Documents."
34. Jesse Shera, Libraries and the Organization of Knowledge (Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1965). See especially chapter 7, "Classification as the Basis of Bibliographic Organizarion."

PHOTOCOPY STUDY CONTRACT AWARDED
The National Commission on Libraries and Information Science has announced the award to King Research, Inc., of a contract for the long-awaited
study of library photocopying and a feasibility test of a royalty payment mechanism. The contract was originally {unded tor nine months by NCLIS and the
Division of Science Information (DSI) of the National Science Foundation to:
study the incidence of photocopying of library materials on library staff-controlled equipment; determine the patrerns and characteristics of photocopies of
serials in lieu of interlibrary loans; and determine the probable costs of a mechanism for administering a transaction-basedroyalty payment mechanism.
The Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works
(CONTU) has joined NCLIS and DSI as a sponsor of the study with a request
for additional in{ormation in the area of photocopying. This will be derived
principally from an analysis of a full year of interlibrary loan transactions of
MINITEX,
the statewide interlibrary loan sysrem of rhe state of Minnesota.
The data from MINITEX,
which includes all types of libraries, will be acquired for a period which overlaps the sampling periods oI the basic study, enabling the contractor to correct for seasonal variations in establishing annual
volumes. For CONTU, the MINITEX
data will provide a variety of information, including such items as whether or not the requesting library has a subscription to the periodical, the frequency of requests with respect to time lapse
since publication, the proportions of U.S. and foreign journals, the distribution
of requests by title, etc. Also included is a minisurvey of the purposes for which
photocopies are requested. This is expected to provide a measure of the proportion of photocopying which would be exempt under legislation now pending in
Congress (e.g., replacement of damaged materials, classroom use, etc.) .
The principal investigator of the study is Donald W. King, president of
King Research, Inc., of Rockville, Maryland. The expanded study is expected
to take twelve months at an estimated cosr of $141,589.
The basic study was originally requested by a working group of the Conference on Resolution of Copyright Issues, which is jointly sponsored by rhe Register of Copyright, Barbara Ringer, and the Chairman of NCLIS, Dr. Frederick
Burkhardt. The conference, which has been meeting at intervals over the last
two years in an attempt to resolve the difterences between copyright owners and
users, principally libraries, on the question of photocopying, includes representatives from most library, publisher, and author organizations as well as interested government agencies.
For further information, please contact NCLIS, l7l7 K St., NW Suite
601, Washington, DC 20036; (202) 653-6252.
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MargaretMann Citation,1976,
EvaVerona

The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classification is auarded, in 1976 to
Eua Verona in recognition of her definitiae
worh Corporate Headings and her continuing outstanding leadership touard the realization of uniuersal bibliographical control
of library materials through international
standard,izntion of cataloging principles and
practices.

EvaVerona
Donorrry ANonnsoN

I FLA I nternat
ionalonr f"litifl
" Lond.on
The award of the Margaret Mann Ciration lgTG to Eva Verona of
Zagreb, Yugoslavia, Chairman of the Yugoslav Cataloguing Committee and Chairman of the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing, is an outstanding tribute by American librarians to the work of a librarian and
cataloger from another country whose career reflects equally her achievements nationally and internationally.
It is my belief and I have stated it firmly on various occasions,and
in print, that "all librarians are internarionalists. We have to be, from
the nature of the material we are working with and the purpose of the
work we are doing."t But if we are internationalists at heart, not many
Volunte 20, Nurnber 4, Fall 1976
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of us are given the opportunity and the ability to practice that belief
openly and successfully.Such a colleague is Eva Verona. Where some librarians are acclaimed within their own national boundaries, and others
have reputations higher abroad than at home, Eva Verona's reputation
stands high both nationally and internationally-recognized by honors
and citations within her own country as now by the larger community of
American librarians. It is a satisfying experience, for me, to acknowledge as a friend and colleague the author of Prauilnih i prirutnih za
izradbu abecednih hataloga and of Corporate Head.ings.z-t
I am sure in one sense Eva Verona has been better equipped than
many of us to appreciate the urgency of international cataloging requirements and to accept the compromises of international work. As a
Yugoslav, her background, a federal country of difiering languages and
difiering cultures, has added to her awarenessof other peoples' values
and the necessity to communicate. Yugoslav librarians know all the complications of multilanguage, multiscript library collections and accept
the discipline and complexities of working in languages other than their
own: a first great step in learning compromise. Eva Verona's early education in mathematics and physics was another great assetwhen cataloging
became her major interest: it was an early training in accuracy, logic,
and detail. Conviction, however, is personal, and it is Eva Verona's great
belief in the advantages and the necessitiesof international standards
in cataloguing that, in juxtaposition with those background qualities of
personality, have made her a leader in international librarianship.
For more than twenty years she has been associatedwith the work of
the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing-right back to the first international activities in 1954 to find whether there was any common ground in
existing cataloging codes.At that time she was head of the Department
for Printed Library Materials and of the Technical Department at the
National and University Library in Zagreb, positions she was to hold until her retirement in 1967.She was also lecturing in library scienceat professional courses. and since 1966 has been senior lecturer at the Postgraduate Study of Librarianship, Documentation and Information Sciences at the University oI Zagreb. Already she had shown her interest in
working internationally with her first attendance at the IFLA conference of 1952 in Copenhagen.
In 196l at the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles,
sponsored by the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing, Eva Verona was
present as a delegate of her country and as author of one of the working papers. In that year the Union of., Library Associations of Yugoslavia established the Yugoslav Cataloguing Committee, and Eva Verona
has been its Chairman since then. In 1963-64 came a visit to the U.S. to
look at libraries and library schools under a scholarship from the State
Department: an opportunity to widen her horizons and make many
American friends.
In 1969 at the International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts in
Copenhagen she was a member of the Organizing Committee and at-
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tended as the Yugoslav participant, and it can be said that her full participation in IFLA's cataloging work dated from then. On the basis of
the working paper she had prepared, she was appointed Chairman of
a small working group to prepare a definitive edition of the Annotated
Statement of Principler.' two years later that publication appeared with
herself as "principal author," making title-page acknowledgment of the
major part she had taken in preparing the analysis and writing the text.
In that work she commented sadly that the Paris Statement of Principles had not solved the problems of corporate authorship, and she expressed the view that there was little value in further examination. Fortunately she was persuaded otherwise. After discussion during the IFLA
Budapest Conference in 1972 and hearing the views of English, German, and American librarians, she agreed to undertake a new in-depth
study. The resulting publication Corporate Head.ings,appearing in 1975,
is the immediate reason for her selection this year as the recipient of the
Margaret Mann Citation.
But if it is the positive evidence of Dr. Verona's scholarship and understanding, it is only the visible sign of the leadership she has given
and is continuing to give in international cataloging matters-as chairman of the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing since 1974, as a member
of the editorial group which prepared the text of the first standard edition ISBD (M), and lastly in 1975-76 as the Chairman of the IFLA
Working Group on ISBD (G).
The emphasis here in this brief background and biographical sketch
is on her international work which has afiected us all. But as I have suggested, the particular essenceof Eva Verona's contribution has been that
nationally she has been able to look beyond the boundaries of her country to see the advantages and strength of the international approach.
Outstanding, for example, has been the leadership she has given to the
adoption through Yugoslavia of ISBD (M); translations have appeared
in the various languages of Yugoslavia and seminars organized on its
use.6Her publications in English have been noted above: it is unfortunate that for most of us her numerous other works, many written in
Croatian, are not immediately available or comprehensible.o
In the past years it has been my privilege to be associatedwith Eva
Verona in IFLA's cataloging work, and with my colleagues in IFLA, we
are deeply appreciative of the honor that the American library community has accorded Eva Verona. We know it is well deserved.

l. DorothyAnderson,
"InternationalJ:",:;.",.

in cataloguing
;' Library Resources

dt Technical Sentices l7:142 (Spring 1973) .
2. Eva Verona, Pruailnik i. priruinik za izrad.bu abecetlnih kataloga (Cataloguing code
anil manual). l. Odrednice i redalice (Headings and entry words) (Zagreb: 1970) .
Part 2. Description, is in preparation.
3. Eva Verona, Corporate Head.ings: Their Use in Library Catalogues and National
Bibliographies: A Comparatiue and Critical Study (London: IFLA Committee on
Cataloguing, 1975.*
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4. Eva Verona, Statement ol Principles, Adopteil at the International Conference on
Cataloguing Principles, Paris, October, 1961 (annotated edition with commentary
and examples; hndon: IFLA Committee on Cataloguing, l97l) .*
5. The papers and discussions of the ISBD (M) seminar in Zagreb in which Eva
Verona played a leading role have been published:
Saajetotmnje o utndenju
Medunarod.nog stantlard.nog bibliografskog opisa za omedene publikacije u biblioteine kataloge, Zagreb, 1975 (Zagreb: Drustvo, 1975) .
6. For example: Eva Verona, Abecedni katalog u teoriji i praksi. (The alphabetical
catalogue considered from a theoretical and a practical point ofview.) (Zagreb: 1966,
2d enlarged edition, l97I).
* Available in North America from the Canadian Library Association, l5l
Ottawa KIP 5E3.

NOMINATIONS

FOR 1977 MARGARE'T MANN

Sparks St.,

CITATION

Nominations for the 1977 Margaret Mann Citation are invited and should
be submitted by 15 December 1976 to: Carolyn McMillen, Michigan State University Library, East Lansing, MI 48824.
The Margaret Mann Citation is awarded annually for outstanding achievement in cataloging or classification through (l) publication of significant professional literature, (2) contributions to activities of professional cataloging
organizations, (3) technical improvements and/or introduction of new techniques of recognized importance, or (4) distinguished work in the area of
teaching.
Names of persons previously nominated but not chosen may be resubmitted,
and letters of nomination should include a resume of the nominee's achievement.
The citation has been awarded annually since l95l by the Cataloging and
Classification Section, Resources and Technical Services Division of the Ameri
can Library Association, and its predecessors,in honor of Margaret Mann. Ms.
Mann served as head of the catalog departments of the Carnegie Library in
Pittsburgh, the Engineering Societies Library in New York, and the University
of lllinois, and also from 1926 to 1938 in the University of Michigan School of
Library Science. Her Introduction to Cataloging and the Classification of Books
is a classicin the field.

-
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EstherJ. PiercyAward,1976
Ruth L. Tighe
The Esther J. Piercy Award is presented in 1976 to Ruth L. Tighe, in
recognition ol her contributions to technical seruices.Ruth L. Tighe
has been a leader, an innouator, and an expediter in the world of bibliographic' exchange. She has an acute understanding of the complicated
duties inaolued to bring about the successfulimplementation of an online, computer-based cataloging sertice. She is sensitiue to problems,
anticipates needs, and explains, interprets, and. teacheswith the patience
In dissemiand sen,seof partnership required in cooperatiae end,eauo'rs.
nating information to users, both locally and nationally, her written
worh is carefully researched and clearly presented. Through participa'
tion in national library antl information science activities, she has
opened.new lines of communication. Ruth L. Tighe is a perceptiue and
creatiae librarian ol whom Esther J. Piercy uould haae been proud..

1976RTSD Esther J. Piercy Award presentation,19 July 1976.
Left: Phyllis Richmond, chairperson, lS75176 RTSD Piercy
Award Jury. Right: Ruth L. Tighe, 1976Piercy Award winner.
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RufhL. Tishe
RoN Mrrr,rn

NewEngland.
LibraryInformationfl:;tr::;
W ellesley,M assachusetts

The comments still come in: "It was the best professional convention
I've ever been to . . . nary a hitch . . . smooth . . . professional . . . exciting." They refer to the Annual Meeting of the American Society for Information Science,which was held in Boston in the fall of 1975. At the
final "Thank God that's over" dinner for the Convention Planning
Committee and the ASIS headquarters stafi, the committee chairperson
received quite a few accolades,but one gift hit the mark dead center:
it was a greeting card which read, "You can now proudly and safely say
'I did
it my way.' " The chairperson was Ruth L. Tighe.
Some vital statistics: B.A. from SUNY-Albany (cum laude), M.L.S.
from Columbia (with honors), chief reference librarian at Harvard
College Library. It was from }larvard that I hired her as assistant director for field operations for NELINET in 1972. And in the spring of
1975 she accepted an invitation to join the staff of the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, to work under the guidance
of Al Trezza.
Her professional involvements with ALA have included chairmanship of the RTSD/ISAD/RASD
Committee on Representarion in Machine-Readable Bibliographic Information (MARBI) and membership
on the ISAD Board of Directors. She also coauthored a chapter on networks for the ninth volume of the Annual Reuiew of Information
Scienceand; Technology for ASIS.
These career activities say a lot about Ruth as a dedicated professional, but Ruth, the person, is far more interesting. Ruth Tighe is, quite
simply, amazing: she is a workomaniac of the most embarrassing sort.
Completely loyal and devoted to the highest personal standards of professional performance, she can badger and she can cajole, but it is
mostly by example that she calls forth the best in others. Many times, to
their utter astonishment, their best exceedswhat they thought they were
capable of.
During her all-too-brief time with us at NELINET, Ruth absorbed
the basics and the nuances of cataloging (a specialty in which she had

.
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not had a great deal of recent experience) as well as the Procedures and
implications of on-line bibliographic systemsand effective training techniques. Then she applied this knowledge to developing and implementing a personalized training program for library staff members. This feat
was accomplished with such elfish cunning that they comfortably over'
came their insecurities about machines and with her help devoted their
energies to making the most effective use of the network for the ultimate benefit of library users. It was partly because of her impact upon
the people who came to know Ruth personally and who were made
aware of her sincere devotion to solving their professional and, sometimes, personal problems, that her colleaguessent her name to the Piercy
Award Jury. Ruth cares about what happens to PeoPle; she worries
about their disappointments and shares their frustrations when things
don't work right. And her desire to see that things work right has caused
her to grow professionally, seeking wider fields of action so that her impact can be felt in very positive ways.
I suspect that at least one of the reasons why Ruth possessessuch
awesome administrative abilities derives from raising five children (yes'
fivel) and herding them all ofi to colleges such as Harvard, M.I.T., and
Dartmouth, while proudly (and nervously) standing back as they tested
the limits of their own abilities by skydiving, racing speedboats,jousting, scuba diving, designing art for automobile vans, and winning an architectural design prize or two. The children are fledged now, but all of
them follow her example: they continually test themselves and the
world in which they move to find out how fast and how far they can
grow.
Ruth's mind is agile and hungry. If her body can stand the pace, her
contribution to librarianship will be awesomeand good for us all.

NOMINATIONS

FOR

1977 ESTHER

J, PIERCY

AWARD

Nominationsfor the 1977EstherJ. PiercyAward are invited and should be
submitted by 15 December1976 to: Glen A. Zimmerman, 12402Asbury Dr"
Oxon Hill, MD 20022.
The Esther J. Piercy Award has been given since 1969by the American Li
Division to recognizea conand Technical Services
Resources
brary Association's
tribution to librarianshipin the field of technicalservicesby a youngerlibrarian
with no more than ten years of professionalexperiencewho has shown outstanding promisefor continuing contributionsand leadership.The award may
at local, state,regional,or
be granied for leadershipin professionalassociarions
national level; contribrriiots-to the development,application, or utilization of
new or improved methods,techniques,and routines; a significantcontribution
to professional literature; or conduct of studies or research in the technical
servrces.
Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable; letters of nomination
shouldinclude a rdsumCof the nominee'sachievements'
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The recipients of the Piercy Award to date are:

1969Richard M. Dougherty
1970John B. Corbin
l97l John Phillip Immrorh
1972 Carol A. Nemeyer

1973 Glen A. Zimmerman
1974 (no award presented)
1975 John D. Byrum, Jr.
1976 Ruth L. Tighe

Esther J. Piercy, in whose honor this award is given, was active in ALA and
several of its divisions. The author of Commonsense Cataloging and. numerous
articles in the field of librarianship, Ms. Piercy was from 1950 unril her dearh
the editor of the divisional journal, lournal of Cataloging and Classiflcation,
and its successorfor Resources and Technical Services Division, Library Resources dv Technical Sentices.Her special interest in encouraging young librari
ans led to the naming of this award in her honor. The award is made possible
by contributions to a memorial fund in her name. Gifts to the fund are welcome and should be directed to the Resources and Technical Services Division.
American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 6061I.

RESOURCES SECTION COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
P REC ONFE REN CE IN STI TU TE
The ResourcesSection's Committee on Collection Development is sponsoring
a Preconference Institute on Collection Development in Detroit on l<L-15June
1977. lt will be a working conference limited to 300 preregistered colleirion
development officers, acquisitions librarians, subject specialists, and reference
librarians who work in academic, large public libraries, and special libraries.
The topics of the sessionswill be cenrered around the Collection Development
Committee's guidelines on various aspects of collection development, some of
which will have been disseminated as preliminary editions in various media before this preconference. Other guidelines will be sent ro rhe registrants before
the preconference. A reference rool entitled, "Guide to Selection Tools" will
be given out to the registrants at the preconference. The final versions of the
guidelines will be the major ourcome of this institute. These guidelines will be
published as soon as possible after the close of the meetings.
The sessionswill cover collection development policy statements (the selection proces and tools), allocation of funds in support of collection development, deselection of library materials for storage and discard, and evaluation
of library collections.
Further publicity and registration flyers will be mailed by the RTSD Office
in February 1977. Because of the nature of the planned preconference institute,
registration will be limited to 300 persons. The individual's participarion will
be most important in determining the successof the institute.

.
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RTSD1977 MIDWINTERMEEIINGS
Group
RTSD Board of Directors

RTSD Luncheon
RTSD LRTS Editorial Board
RTSD/AAP Joint Committee
RTSD Commercial Processing Services
Committee
RTSD Committee on Interlibrary Networks
RTSD COPES
RTSD Conference Planning Committee
(Detroit 1977)
RTSD Membership Committee
RTSD Organization Commirtee
RTSD Esther J. Piercy Award Jury
RTSD Planning Committee
RTSD Committee on the Preservation of
Library Materials
RTSD Representation in Machine-Readable
Form of Bibliographic Information
(MARBI) Commirtee
RTSD Special Committee on International
Cataloging Consultation
RTSD Technical Services Costs Committee
RTSD OCLC Users in Medium-Sized Libraries
Discussion Group
RTSD Discussion Group on rhe Role of the
Professional in Technical Services
(Organizational Meeting)
RTSD Technical Services Administrators of
Medium-Sized Research Libraries
Discussion Group
RTSD Technical Senices Administrators of
Smaller Research Libraries Discussion Group
RTSD Technical Services Directors of Large
Research Libraries Discussion Group

DatelD^y
Jan 31, Mon
Feb 2, Wed
Eeb 3, Thurs
f Feb l, Tues
Feb l, Tues
Jan 30, Sun
Jan 31, Mon

Hour
10--12noon
lG-12 noon
24 p.m.
12:15p.m.
8:00a.m.
8:30 p.m.
24 p.n.

Feb 2, Wed
Feb 3, Thurs
Feb l, Tues
Feb 2, Wed

lG-12 noon
10:00a.m.
lG-12 noon
24 p.m.

Feb I, Tues
Jan 31, Mon
Feb 2, Wed
*Feb l, Tues
Jan 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues
Feb l; Tues

lG-12 noon
2-4 p.m.
8:30-10:30p.m.
2-6 p.m.
8-9:30 a.m.
lG-12 noon
24 p.n.

Feb I, Tues
Jan 31, Mon

4:30-6 p.m.
l0 a.m.-6 p.m.

Feb l, Tues
Jan 30, Sun
Jan 31, Mon
Jan 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues
Feb I, Tues

2-6 p.m.
8:3G-10:30
p.m.
24 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
l0:00 a.m,
8:00a.m.

Jan 31, Mon

4:3G-6p.m.

Jan 29, Sat

8:30-10:30
p.m.

Jan 30, Sun

4:3G{:30 p.m.

Jan 30, Sun

9:00-12noon

C,A.TALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION
CCS Executive Committee

CCS Cataloging of Children's Materials
Committee
CCS Descriptive Cataloging Committee
I Closed meeting.
'f
Open to all RTSD

SECTION

Jan 31, Mon
Feb I, Tues
Feb 2, Wed
Jan 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues
Jan 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues

members; tickets on sale at Midwinter
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2-4 p.m.
2-4 p.m.
8-9:30 a.m.
8-9:30 a.m.
10-12noon
8-9:30a.m.
10-12noon
Registration
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Desk.

CCS Margaret Mann Citation Committee
CCS Policy and Research Committee
CCS SAC Subcommittee on Subject Analysis of
Audio-Visual Materials
REPRODUCTION

OF LIBRARY

RLMS Executive Committee
RLMS
RLMS
RLMS
RLMS

*Jan Bl, Mon
*Jan 31, Mon
ian 31, Mon
ian 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues
MATERIALS
Jan 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues
Jan 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues
f Feb l, Tues
Feb 2, Wed

Conference Program Committee
Publication Committee
Standards Committee
Discussion Group

8-9:30 a.m.
10-12 noon
g-12 noon
24 p.m.
24 p.m.
SECTION
2-4 p.m.
4:3G{ p.m.
8-9:30 a.m.
6:30-8 p.m.
8-9:30 a.m.
4:3G4 p.m.

RESOURCESSECTION
RS ExecutiveCommittee

Jan Bl, Mon
Feb I, Tues
|an 31, Mon
jan 30, Sun
Jan 30, Sun
Jan 31, Mon

RS Bookdealer-LibraryRelations
RS CollectionDevelopmentCommittee

4:30-6 p.m.
8:3G-10:30
p.m.
2 p.-.
2j p.m.
4:30-$ p.m.
4:30-6 p.m.

$il,',ffil i1*n1g'o-

RS Library Materials Price Index Committee
RS Micropublishing Projects Committee
RS Micropublishing Commitree Subcommitree
on Bibliographic Control of Microforms
RS Policy and Research Committee
RS Collection Development Officers of
Medium-Sized Research Libraries

DiscussionGroup
RS Collection Development Officersof Large
ResearchLibraries DiscussionGroup

Feb l, Tues
Feb l, Tues
Jan 80, Sun
ttFeb l, Tues
Jan 31, Mon

4:30_6 o.m.
2a p.i.
S:80-t0:30 p.m.
8-9:30 a.m.
g-9:80 a.m.

Feb l, Tues
fan 80, Sun

&_9:30 a.m.
24 p.m.

Jan 29, Sat

7 p.-.

SERIALS SECTION
SS Executive Committee

SS Duplicates Exchange Union Committee
SS Ad Hoc Committee on Library School
Education (Serials)
SS I-arge Research Libraries Discussion Group
SS Medium Sized Research Libraries
Discussion Group

Jan 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues
Feb 2, Wed
fan 31, Mon
Jan 31, Mon

4:30-6 p.m.
4:30-6 p.m.
&-9:30 a.m.
10-12 noon
24 p.m.

Feb l, Tues
Jan 31, Mon
Feb l, Tues

8:30-10 p.m.
24 p.m.
8:30-10 p.m.

* Closed meeting.
tJoint meeting with RS Micropublishing proiects Committee.
ft Joint mee(ing with RLMS Standards dommittee.

.
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Progresson Code Revision
FneNcrs HrnroN
Free Library ol Philad,elphia
r|-HIS REPORT COVERS THE ACTIONS taken by the Catalog Code
r Revision Committee (CCRC) at its April 1976 meeting and the respons€s of the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of the AngloAmerican Cataloging Rules (JSC) at its meeting in May.
Preparations were made for the May meeting of the ISBD (S) Working Group. John Byrum, chairperson of CCRC and a member of the
working group, attended this meeting and, with E. Buchinski, presented
the North American position developed jointly by CCRC, the Canadian
Committee on Cataloguing, and the Library of Congress. Most details
of this position have been accepted and appear in the provisional draft
dated June 1976 that will be submitted to the International Federation
of Library Associations (IFLA) at its August meeting in Lausanne.
JSC, at its February meeting had agreed with most of the policy
recornmendations submitted or endorsed by CCRC, with the major exception of the decision to continue preference for the English-language
form of a name that appears in more than one language. CCRC decided
to withdraw its recommendation on this matter.
CCRC was unable to endorse a draft rule for entry under a single
author, either a person or a corporate body, because it did not include
a clear definition of corporate authorship. JSC, at its May meeting, returned the rule for redrafting as two rules-one for entry under a single personal author and one for entry under the heading for a single
corporate body, the latter to be used only under very specific conditions.
The rules will apply to serial and monographic publications.
CCRC recommended that special rules for entry of legal materials
be incorporated in the general rules as far as possible. JSC concurred
and noted specific sub rules that could be replaced by reference to the
appropriate general rule. CCRC rejected the proposed rules for uni'
form titles of legal materials because they incorporated form subheadings as the first element of the uriiform titles. JSC endorsed this view
and decided that the collective title "Laws, etc." should be used only for
general collections.
CCRC reviewed drafts of separate rules for entry of subordinate
corporate bodies and government bodies and a series of rules for entry
of conferences submitted by the editors and made recommendations
for their revision. The first two were revised by JSC in May, accePting
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some of CCRC's recommendations and rejecting others. New drafts, incorporating these changes, will be submitted by the editor. JSC, in its
review of rules 87-91 for conferences,reaffirmed its intention to eliminate special rules where possible and examined all the rules in the present chapter 3 to determine which were special cases of more general
principles, categorizing the rules as General, Variant names, Geographic
names, Additions to headings, and Subordinate bodies.
CCRC supported the Library of Congress in its request for exceptions to systematic romanization of names in headings. After examining
the examples supplied by LC, JSC directed the editor to draft a rule
that would enter forenames in nonroman alphabets in the form estab'
lished in English-language reference sources. The basic rule will provide
for systematic romanization of surnames, but there will be an alternative rule based on the present 44B, minus the exception for names in
the Cyrillic alphabet.
CCRC reviewed the March 1976 draft of. ISBD(G): International
Stand:ard Bibliographic Description (General), the outline of which
showed little change from that published in Library Resources dt Technical Seruices (20:92-93 Winter 1976). They endorsed its structure, although they found some details unsatisfactory and objected to some of
the terminology. At its May meeting, JSC decided that ISBD terms need
not be used in individual rules but formally agreed that they regard the
text being presented at Lausanne in August 1976 as the definitive version approved by the working group and intend to use it as the basis for
AACR second ed. Because IFLA's method of promulgating standards is
not in accordance with ALA practices, CCRC decided to hold an open
hearing on ISBD(G) at the 1976 ALA Conference in Chicago, to present
its history, explain its content and purpose, and make clear its significance.
The new team constituted to consider machine implications evaluat'
ed proposals put forward by the Filing Committee and the Interdivisional Committee on Representation in Machine-Readable Form of Bibliographic Information (MARBI). They were guided by two basic principles: (l) that headings should be filed "as is" with the elements taken
in the form and order in which they appear and (2) that when bibliographic principle and machine requirements conflict, the former should
take precedence.Recommendations for transcription of titles beginning
with numerals and added entries for such titles, for the treatment of
numerical information in headings, for retention of initial articles, and
for transcription of initialisms will appear on the agenda for the Joint
Steering Committee's fall meeting as major documerits for consideration.

.
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IN MEMORIAM:
CARLYLE JAITES FRAREY, 1918-1976
The contributions of Carlyle J. Frarey to the fields of subject headings, the
teaching of technical services, the Dewey Decimal Classification, the development of Library Resources dv Technical Serui,ces,and the organization and
growth of RTSD itself were of unusually high quality. His commitment to
high standards and his insistence on the best from his colleagues, his students,
and himself were evident throughout his teaching, his publications, and his activities in library associations.His precision of thought and resonant command
of the English language enhanced many a meeting and library school class. An
occasionally gruft exterior served only to mask unsuccessfully the warmth, generosity, and kindness which made him a valued personal as well as professional
friend.
The Resources and Technical Services Division of the American Library Association wishes to honor the memory of Carlyle J. Frarey by recording its deep
appreciation for his long, varied, and valued services to RTSD and to the library
profession.-RTSD Roard of Directors, l9 July 1976.

SUB]ECT:ANALYYS OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
In July 1975 the Subject Analysis Committee of RTSD established a Subcommittee on the Subject Analysis of Audio-Visual Materials. The subcommittee,
composed of media specialists, a Library of Congress cataloger, public service
librarians, and audio-visual specialists, drew up as its charge "to investigate and
identify any difierences in the subject analysis and control requirements of
audio-visual materials and books." Subsequent to the meeting, announcements
of the subcommittee's formulation were placed in the professional journals and
input on the subject of analysis of audio-visual materials was requested from
the library community, particularly the concerns of public service librarians and
media specialists. At the 1976 Midwint'er Meeting and Annual Conference the
subcommittee reviewed the comments and formulated the following guidelines.
These preliminaty guidelines were presented to the parent committee, who in
turn presented them to the Cataloging and Classification Section Executive
Committee.
The subcommittee again seeks public reaction to the guidelines, to be considered at the midwinter meeting in Washington and incorporated into the
final draft to be presented at Detroit in July 1977.
Comments and reactions should be addressed to Liz Bishoff, Chairperson,
Subject Analysis of Audio-visual Materials Subcommittee, Waukegan Public
Library, 128 N. County St., Waukegan, IL 60085.
Guidelinesfor the SubjectAnalysisof Audio-VisualMaterials:
l. Subject headings should be applied to all audio-visual materials in a manner
similar in practice to the current alternative subject headings assignedto juvenile
literature by the Library of Congress.lThe committee suggeststhat form headings,
such as Short Films, as well as subject, such as l)eath, be assigned. Multiplicity of
use of the audio-visualmaterials make this concept important.
2. Multi-item sets and multi-subject items should be analyzedto whatever degree
the individtral item warrants. For example, a filmstrip set titled Africa, the Dark
Continent,having eight filmstrips,eachon a difierent country, with no distinctive title,
should be assignedeight or nine subject headings, one for each country and one for
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Africa. If each filmstrip has a distinctive title separate cataloging and subject headings
are recommended.
3. Library ol Congress Subject Head,ings and Saars List ol Subject Headings sh.ottld.
change book-oriented form subdivisions to make them applicable to both audio-visual
materials and book materials, for example, Guide-books, Textbooks for Foreigners, etc,
A study of this larger problem is strongly suggested to the Subject Analysis Commrttee.
4. On an optional basis, use the general material designatorst as subject heading
form subdivisions. The precedent for this type of subdivision is seen in the already existing headings, Dictionarfes, Indexes, Periodicals, etc. A need for this option is dependent on the size of the collection and the physical organization of the collection. A
posible authority for these subdivisions would be the list in the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules, Chapter 12 Reui,sed..
5. Provide an explanation of audio-visual subject analysis in the introduction of
the Library ol Congress Subject Headings and Seors List of Subject Headings, includ,ing a discussion of the matters in cheseguidelines.
6. Extend cataloging-in-publication to include audio-visual materials, even if limited
to classification numbers and subject headings.
7. Assign Dewey Decimal Classification numbers and Library of Congress Classification numbers to audio-visual materials. Although the individual library may not
physically integrate their materials the assignment of call numbers provides unifica-

l. For.explanation of alternative subject headings see Library of Congress List of
- Subject Headings, Sth edition, introductory chapter.
2. The term "general material designators" refers to the medium designators.

.
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REVIEWS
Daily, Jay E. Cataloging Phonorecordings; Problems and, Possibilities.
(Practical Library
and Information Science, v.l) New York: Marcel Dekker, 1975. 172p. ISBN 08247-6196-0.
$13.75.
The first question to ask in evaluating a code of cataloging rules is
Will
it work? Unfortunately,
this
simple-sounding question masks more
complex ones. First, Does it work for
the cataloger in such a way that the
desired result of expedited use will
come about in a consistent and uncomplicated way? Then, Does it work
{or the person seeking a particular
work on the basis of known, though
possibly partial information about it?
If the code is for a particular form
of material, does it work in a data
base in which information
about
various types of materials is merged?
Are there any characteristics of universality which would enable users of
the system to use similar systems in
other libraries with a minimum of
change in approach and expectations?
Could
cataloging information
be
gathered from other existing sources,
or would the code necessitate "original" cataloging for everything? The
ramifications of "Will it work?" are
many.
In the case of this code, the answer to the simple question is superficially "yes," but a careful study
leads to unsolved problems. Most of
these are associated with confusion
as to the aurhor's intention. If the
code is intended for application to
a collection of sound recordings
alone, the problems are minimal. But,
this is the day of integrated catalogs and standardized treatment of
all forms of media. International
Standard Bibliographic Descriptions
(ISBDs) are being developed and
fairly widely used, but there is no
Volume 20,Number
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mention of ISBD, and the library is
directed to "determine its own rules
of punctuation and capitalization."
Furthermore, before this code can be
used, the experienced cataloger must
learn new definidons for such terms
as "uniform title" and "conventional
title," which are not one and the
same.
Without quibbling over specific
points or belaboring the fact that
Daily seems to be trying to change
some basic concepts, it might simply
be said that this is an idiosyncratic
code. In this period of intense code
revision for all types of materials, it
takes considerable courage to write
one all by yourself, but some good
ideas might be noticed on high and
affect the end tesults of the officially
sanctioned codes. Daily's use of the
unit entry is definitely gaining respectability, though it'still presents some
problems which have not been resolved. As we see more of its advantages, we may work harder to solve
the attendant problems. In the meantime, if this code does not change the
course of cataloging, it is provocative
of constructive thinking and may be
helpful for cataloging collections restricted to sound recordings and in
personal record libraries.-Suzanne
Massonneau, Bailey Library, Uniuersity of Vermont, Burlington.
Hamdy, Mohamed Nabil. The Concept of Main Entry as Represented
in the Anglo-American Cataloging
.Rzles. (Research studies in library
science, no.l0) Littleton, Colo., Li
braries Unlimited,
1978. 160p.

rsBN 0-87287-064-2.
$r0.
The author's doctoral dissertation
examines the first thirty-two of the
Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules,
North American Text with the avowed
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goal of determining that substitution
of title main entry for author main
entry is possible and desirable.
Basically, the thesis is that title ci
tations retrieve known items more
successfully than author/title
citations. Furthennore, except for books
with a single author named correctly
and unambiguously on the title page,
the choice of entry in AACR is complex and subjective, and the rules
themselves are illogically arranged.
The rules are analyzed to determine how frequently they result in
main entry under author, with the
clear implication that any other main
entry is contrary to the principles of
the code. They ate analyzed to determine the extent to which they assemble literary units, which by the author's interpretation cannot be done
for works without an author.
Both the implication and the interPretation are nonsense to a degree.
Many rqain entries in AACR make no
pretense of being author entries, but
they do serve a similar and useful
function by providing a consistent
heading for works without clear authorship responsibility. As for literary
units, it seems to me that entry of all
editions ol the Arabian Nigftts under
a uniform title constitutes the assembly of a literary unit, whether there
is a known author or not.
The analysis of the rules, especially the flowcharts demonstrating
the complexity of the decision process, is interesting, and many of
Hamdy's criticisms are valid. Nevertheless,I disagree with his conclusion.
The chief advantages of title unit
entry are that such entries could be
prepared
by nonprofessionals and
that establishing a series of equal value added entries would be easier than
selecting one of them as the main entry. It is, however, not necessary to
abandon the main entry concept in
order to display in any catalog added
entries for all persons, corporate
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bodies, and titles associated with a
work. To do this requires only an administrative
d.ecision.-Frances Hinton, The Free Library of Philadelphia, Logan Square, Philadelphia,
Pennsyluania.
Slote, Stanley J. Weeding Library Collections. Littleton. Colo.: Libraries
Unlimited, 1975. (Research Studies
in Library Science, no.14) 177p.
bibliog. index. ISBN 0-87287-105-3.
LC 74-28062. In U.S. & Canada,
$10; elsewhere,$12.
As a comprehensive source summarizing opinion, knowledge, and research in the field of weeding, this
book will be invaluable as a guide to
practicing librarians and as a textbook for aspiring librarians. Many
libraries now face serious space shortages, straitened budgets, and demands
to make their collections more relevant and more accessible, so it is timely and fitting that the author reminds
us that weeding is (or should be) an
integral part of the collection-development process. In the first part of
the book, he covers the reasons for
weeding, traditional approaches to
weeding, library standards relating to
weeding, present weeding criteria, recommended weeding objectives, and
core collections for specific types of
libraries. The second part provides an
analysis and review of the literature,
descriptions of two research projects
undertaken by the author (appendixes provide further details), and
a discussion of use patterns and various weeding methods. The first project, the Five Library Study (five public libraries in New York State and
New Jersey), was undertaken to de"popular"
velop
for
information
adult fiction collections: the second
project put into practical use the theoretical findings of the first by actually weeding the collection (both fiction
and nonfiction) of another public li-
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brary. Thus public libraries will quite
probably be able ro use the aurhor's
methodology
wirh minor
modifications. Large research libraries, however, have problems of scope and size,
which are only touched upon in the
book, and while it may be possible to
use the author's basic concepts of
usage and shelf-time for some parts
of such collections, there remain
areas requiring additional discussion
and research. Not addresed, for example, are the relationship of core to
reserve collections; the disposal, storage, and bibliographic conrrol of
weeded items; and the involvement
of users in weeding decisions. This
reviewer hopes that both the thorough and careful work reported here,
the literature cited in chapter references, and the comprehensive bibliography will provide a sdmulus to further work of particular relevance to
academic libraties.-lean
W. Boyer,
-Los
Uniaersity of California Library,
AngeIes.
The Future of Card Catalogs: Report
of a Program Sponsored by the Association of Research Libraries,
18, 1975. Washington,
tanuary
D.C.: Association of Research Libraries, April 1975.67p.
Although this brief reporr presents material discussed at a meeting
held a year and a half ago, it still
represents much of the best current
thinking from LC and other research
libraries on rhe problematic future
of card catalogs. This topic is of
crucial importance in planning for
the utilization of developing technological options, which is becoming a
practical necessity. When LC closes
its card catalogs, as is its projected intention for 1980, the impact of the
change in maintenance and provision
of bibliographic data will be felt by
all libraries. It is not just a question
of size.
Volume 20,Number
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Access to bibliographic information is the key issue, greatly compli.cated by questions of desuperimposi
tion, subject heading changes, transliteration, filing rules, card deterioration, and space occupied. Among the
options for conventional card catalogs under consideration are revision
or relocation of old entries, linked
headings, and new catalogs for all
material beyond a chronological cutofi or for subject entries only. Beyond card format, possibilides include combinations of on-line access.
microform, and book catalogs. The
effect on stafi maintenance costs and
the impact on library users are both
considered. Aimed at library directors, the discussion is readily comprehensible to nonrechnical services li
brarians, and they could benefit if
referred to it.
The most important paper in this
collection for librarians prepared to
give the matter the advance consideration it deservesis John Rather's "The
Future of Catalog Control in the Library of Congress," which proposes
rapid acceptance of the MARC data
base as self-sufficient for cataloging
purposes. The radical nature of this
proposal, with its potential impact
and benefits for a national bibliographic network with decentralized
yet consistent input, concisely stated,
provides much food for thought. Interesting additional perspectives include
contributions
historical
of
background from LC and reactions
from Berkeley, Ohio State, UCLA,
NYPL, Yale, and British Columbia,
representing users dependent on bibliographic services from LC. Read together with Mary Kay Daniels Ganning's summary of the October 1975
ISAD Institute on "The Catalog: Its
Nature and Prospects" (Journal of
Library Automation 9:48-66 [March
1976]) , this report ofiers much to consider as the future of the card catalog
becomes the
ptesent.-Karen

.
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Horny, Northwestern Uni,aersity Library, Euanslon, I llin ois.
Clarke, D. A., ed. Acquisitions from
the Third World: Papers of the
Ligue des Bibliothiques Europiennes de Recherche Seminar 17-19
September 197). Lortdon: Mansell,
1975. 276p. Distributed by International Scholarly Book Services,P.O.
Box 4347, Portland, OR 97208.
rsBN 0-7201-0453-X.
$15.00.
EuThe Ligue des Biblioth\ues
ropienees (LIBER) was established in
l97l to further cooperation between
\Mestern European research libraries
in order to find "practical ways of improving the quality of the services
these libraries provide."
Soon after its founding, LIBER's
Executive Board decided to hold a
seminar on the acquisition of materials from the Third World. The purpose of the seminar "would be to examine the problems of acquisition;
the availability of materials in European libraries both for reference
and for lending; and the feasibility
of setting up a European cenre for
the collection of such material to be
available for loan. The provision of
bibliographical information,
preferably in rirachine-readable form, was
to be a basic consideration. for acquiring publications from the areas."
(Introduction, p.vii). With a grant
from the Council of Europe, such a
LIBER sponsored seminar took place
at the University of Sussex in September,l973.
As background information
for
the seminar's participants, papers
were given which estimated a particular region's annual book production;
surveyed existing national bibliographies and other sources of information about current publications; discussed the problems of collecting material from the area: and offered
predictions on an area's future devel-
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opment. The following papers, which
were presented on the first day of the
conference, have been reproduced in
this volume: "South Asia: Book Production, Bibliographical Control and
H. RogAcquisition Problems"-M.
ers; "Les livres en Asie Sud-Est: leur
production, leur information bibliographique, leur acquisitions"-A. Ldvy;
"Book Acquisition from the Middle
East"-Derek Hopwood; "Acquisition
Problems of Africa South of the Sahara"-Ernst
Kohl; "Publishing in
Africa in the Seventies: Problems and
Prospects"-Hans M. Zell; and "A
Comprehensive Loan Collection of
Latin America"-Bernard Naylor.
The second day of the seminar
saw papers devoted to the discussion
of existing schemes of cooperative acquisition ("The Farmington Plan and
the Foreign Acquisitions Programmes
of American Research Libraries"Philip J. McNiff; "The Public Law
480 Program and the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging of the Library of Congtess"William S. Dix; "The Scandia Plan"
-Esko
"The
Cooperative
Hiikli;
GerProgramme of
Acquisitions
Oertel; and
man Libraries"-Dieter
"SALALM:
Thoughts on the Birth
and Development of an OrganizaF. Read) and of protion"-Glen
libraries
grams of some individual
with wide commitments in this field
("The British Library and Third
Publications"-D.
World
J. Urquhart; "The Library of the School of
Oriental and Africa Studies"-B. C.
Bloomfield; and "Co-operative Acquisitions from One Third World
Country: The Australian Experience
All
G. Miller).
in Indonesia"-W.
contributors of such PaPers "were
asked to give an account of the actual working of these schemes with
figures of the amount of material obtained and of the total costs of operation" (Introduction, p.viii) .
Although rapid changes in the li-
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and book trade
brary publishing
scenes of both developed and Third
World countries have caused some of
the information
contained in the
seminar's papers to become outdated
within two years, there is still a sufficient amount of basic bibliographical
data, sources of supply, and development concepts and proposals to be of
exciting interest not only for European librarians but for American librarians as well.
The delivered papers elicited, according to the editor, "lively exchanges of view" at the end of each
day's session. (Unfortunately, these
"interesting" discussion periods have
not been reproduced in the final published proceedings.) From these di
verse views. the set of seminar recommendations was developed and adopted unanimously at the end of the
third day's session. These recommendations (p.275-76) can be summarized
under the following two groupings:
(l) one copy of each published work
from the Third
World should be
available in a European research library (no definition of worthwhile
material is attempted here) and this
library should be prepared to lend
the material to any other European
library; and (2) LIBER should establish a working party to define in
more precise terms the types of material that should be included: to undertake surveys of existing collections
in Europe and their acquisition meth-
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ods, to consider the possibility of
setting up acquisitions field offices in
various parts of the Third World; to
investigate possible cooperative arrangements with U.S. research libraries, especially with the Library of
Congtess, with a view "to sharing the
costs of field offices, the acquisition
of publications and the production
of bibliographical information"; and
to make recommendation to the
LIBER
Executive Board "on the
methods to be adopted for housing,
lending and, if appropriate, bibliographic description of the material
acquired."
LIBER's
Executive Board, after
the seminar, established a working
party to consider how the above recommendations could be implemented. In addition, a number of subgroups have been set up to deal with
particular regions of the world. Unfortunately, this volume does not
give the reader any organizational information about these groups nor
their charges. Certainly, progress reports of their activities would have
added to the value of this volume. It
is hoped by this reviewer that such information will be distributed to the
world library community in the very
near future.
Highly recommended for academic libraries.-Daaid
S. Zubatsky, Assistant Uniuersity Librarian,
Washington Uniaersity Libraries, St. Louis,
Missouri.
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INFORMATION
FORTHE
COMMUNITY
Manfred Kochen and Joseph C. Donohue, Editors
T h i s b o o k i s t h e f i r s t c o m p r e h e n s i v et r e a t m e n to f c o m m u n i t y i n f o r m a t i o n
a n d r e f e r r a l( l & R ) c e n t e r s - t h o s e a g e n c i e st h a t a c t a s c o n t a c t p o ; n t sb e t w e e n
p e o p l ew i t h p r o b l e m sa n d t h e s e r v i c e st h a t a r e n e e d e dt o h e l p w i t h t h e s e
p r o b l e m s l t a n a l y z e st h e n e e d st h a t g a v e r i s e t o t h e m a n y o r g a n i z a t i o n sn o w
p r o v i d i n g| & R s e r v i c e s ,a n d d e s c r i b e ss o m e a p p r o a c h e st h a t h a v e s u c c e e d e d
a n d s o m e t h a t h a v e f a i l e d .U n i f i e db y t h e g e n e r a lc o n s i d e r a t i o no f e f f i c a c y
i n t h e d e l i v e r yo f i n f o r m a t i o n t, h e a u t h o r sd e l v e d e e p l y i n t o t h e s o c i a l ,
e c o n o m i c ,a n d t e c h n i c a lp r o b l e m si n v o l v e di n c r e a t i n ga n d o p e r a t i n gc o m m u n i t y i n f o r m a t i o na n d r e f e r r a ls e r v i c e s ,a n d e x p l o r e d i r e c t i o n sf o r f u t u r e
work and research
Each of the authors of chaplerc in lnformation lot the Community has
m a d e s i g n i f i c a n tc o n t r i b u t j o n st o t h e s t u d y a n d d e v e l o p m e n to f i n f o r m a t i o n s c i e n c ea n d i n f o r m a t i o ns e r v i c e s W h i l e m a n v o f t h e m h a d
a l r e a d yw r i t t e n e x t e n s i v e l yo n t h e s u b . i e c t st h e y a d d r e s sh e r e ,
their chapters were written expressly tor Intormation tor
the Community, or were extensively revised, so that
t o g e t h e rt h e y w o u l d f o r m a b a l a n c e dc o v e r a g eo f
a l l i m p o r t a n ta s p e c t so f t h e s u b j e c t .
A r e s o u r c eg u i d e p r o v i d e si n f o r m a t i o na b o u t p u b l i c a t i o n s
a n d a b o u t o r g a n i z a t i o n sa c t i v e i n t h e i n f o r m a t i o na n d
r e f e r r a lm o v e m e n t .
294 p. Cloth
(1976)
lsBN 0-8389-0208-1
$10.00

Information f ot the Communlfy is a book that will be imoortant to
p e o p l e i n m a n yf i e l d s o f w o r k a n d s t u d y - t o s o c i a l w o r k e r s ,t o s o c i a l
s e r v i c ea d m i n i s t r a t o r sa, n d t o t h e l i b r a r ya n d i n f o r m a t i o ns c i e n c e c o m m u n i t y .

Other ALA Publications of lnterest
Library Materials in Service
to the Adull New Reader
Helen Huguenot Lyman
P u b l i s h e dh e r e a s a c o m o r e h e n s i v e
report, from the background of the
research through to the principal recommendations, this volume nol only establ i s h e s c r i t e r i af o r e v a l u a t i n gr e a d i n g
m a t e r i a l s ,b u t a l s o p r o v i d e sa m u l t i t u d e
of information aboul the new literare anq
h i s u s e o I t h e m e d i a T h i s s t u d yw i l l
g u i d e l i b r a r i a n s ,c o m m u n i t y w o r k e r s ;
t e a c h e r s ,p u b l i s h e r s ,a n d e d i t o r s i n b o t h
creating and selecting literature for these
newcomers to the reading public
648 p. Paper 8389-0147-6(1973) 910.00

Information for Everyday
Survivaf: What You Need ahd
Wherc to Get It
Priscilla Gotsick ot the Appalachian
Adult Education Center
A n a n n o t a t e dl i s t o f f r e e a n d i n e x p e n s i v e
m a t e r i a l sa r r a n g e d u n d e r s u c h b a s i c
c a t e g o r i e sa s A g i n g , C h i l d r e n ,F r e e T i m e ,
and Housing Some samplesubheadings
a r e A b o r t i o n ,G e t t i n ga J o b , P e r s o n a l
F i n a n c e ,a n d R e m o d e l i n ga H o m e T h e
f o r m a t o f t h i s b i b l i o g r a p h yw a s d e s i g n e d
f o r a n a u d i e n c en o t i n t h e h a b i t o f g o i n g
t o b o o k s t o r a n s w e r s T h e t i t l e sw e r e
s e l e c t e df o r r e a d a b i l i t y a
, nd the reliance
on booklets keeps pu rchasing costs lovJ
400p. Paper LC76-13554
l s B N 0 - 8 3 8 9 - 0 2 1 1 - 1$ 1 0 . 0 0

Future of General Adult Books
and Readingin America
Peter S Jennison and Bobert N.
Sheridan, editors
Trends in readership were viewed with
v a r y i n gd e g r e e so f c o n f i d e n c eo r a l a r m
b y a g r o u p o f 8 5 e d i t o r s ,c r i t i c s , l i b r a r i a n s , p u b l i s h e r s ,a u t h o r s ,e d u c a t o r s ,a n d
m e d i a s p e c i a l i s t sa t t h e 1 9 6 9 i n v i t a t i o n a l
conference staged by ALA's Adult Setr
v i c e s D i v i s i o n .T h i s v o l u m e D r e s e n t st h e
p a p e r s d e l i v e r e da l t h e c o n l e r e n c e ,t o g e t h e r w i t h r e p o r t so f t h e l i v e l y d i s c u s sionsthat followed
176 p. Cloth 8389-3105-7 (1971) $9.00
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